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This report explores neighbourhood deprivation and disconnection at the neighbourhood level,
focussing on the poorest neighbourhoods across the UK. It examines how and why these areas
often remain disconnected from economic growth within their wider city regions.
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This report explores neighbourhood deprivation and disconnection at the
neighbourhood level. e focus on the poorest neighbourhoods across the
UK by looking at areas among the 20 per cent most deprived on each
nation’s most recent deprivation indices. Specifically, e attempt to gain a
better understanding of ho and hy these areas often remain
disconnected from the economic groth hich occurs ithin their ider
city regions. Our approach is based on an in-depth analysis of commuting
data, data on residential moves at the small area level, and the development
of to complementary area typologies.

The report shos that:
•

several hundred neighbourhoods across the UK are particularly poorly connected to both their ider
housing and labour market areas; e refer to this as ‘double disconnection’;

•

in some areas, local conditions have orsened over time in relation to housing and jobs and this may
have a negative impact on social mobility;

•

despite some deprived areas being situated very close to large numbers of jobs, poorer residents are
often not ell represented in their local labour markets;

•

local context matters a lot – across the UK, not all deprived areas are the same and e have
identified a ide variety of housing and labour market challenges. e think policy approaches need
to recognise this diversity.
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Executive summary
This report provides an in-depth analysis of patterns of neighbourhood deprivation and disconnection
across the United Kingdom. The focus is on those areas hich, for various reasons, do not seem to
benefit fully from periods of economic groth in their ider city regions. In doing so, e identify a
number of key issues hich e believe may have a negative impact on the life chances and opportunities
for people living in some of the nation’s most deprived areas. In summary these issues are:
•

Double disconnection: some areas seem particularly poorly connected to their ider labour market
areas and their ider housing market areas. There are 387 inner urban areas across the United
Kingdom in this situation.

•

Residualisation: in some areas, over time, there has been a tendency for local conditions to stagnate,
or orsen, in relation to housing and jobs. This may have a prolonged negative impact on social
mobility.

•

The job proximity paradox: despite the geographical proximity of large numbers of jobs next to
many deprived neighbourhoods, residents are often not ell represented in their local labour market
areas.

•

National problems, local contexts: our approach shos that among the most deprived 20 per cent
of areas ithin each part of the UK, there is a ide variety of housing and labour market challenges.
These require policy approaches hich are sensitive to local contexts.

•

Connected policies for disconnected areas: e believe there is a need for policy interventions to
help bridge the gaps beteen urban economic groth and perpetual disconnection in the UK’s
poorest neighbourhoods. There is an opportunity here to help foster inclusive groth hich helps lift
neighbourhoods out of poverty.

hy look at disconnection?
One of the most striking features of cities is that they are often very spatially divided beteen rich and
poor. This is not ne, but this is the point. The very persistence of these patterns through time suggests
that successive aves of economic groth have not done enough to help lift some neighbourhoods out
of poverty. Or, to put it another ay, groth has not been sufficiently inclusive. Previous periods of policy
intervention attempted to address these issues but today there is something of a policy vacuum in this
area, despite recent moves in England to transform a number of deprived estates.
The reason for looking at disconnection in the first place is that it can help us understand hy, and ho,
some neighbourhoods remain perpetually disconnected from the ider economic success of the cities
they sit in.  very simple illustration of this can be seen in Figure 1, hich shos patterns of deprivation
across Leeds over an eleven-year period, for four different time points. The fact that the patterns are
almost identical at all four time points helps illustrate the point that more could be done to bridge the
perennial gap beteen groth and poverty.

hy look at cities?
Cities across the orld are heralded for their ability to drive economic groth, particularly as more and
more people migrate to metropolitan areas. In the highly urbanised United Kingdom this is particularly
true and cities like London, Manchester, Birmingham, Necastle, Glasgo, Cardiff and Belfast have a
strategically important role to play in their contribution to the national economy.
On the other hand, cities are also home to a disproportionate share of the UK’s most deprived
neighbourhoods. For example, 61 per cent of Liverpool’s small areas (loer layer super output areas –
LSOs) are ithin the most deprived quintile on the English Indices of Deprivation 2015. In Glasgo, the
comparable figure for data zones in the most deprived quintile of the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation 2012 is 49 per cent. ith fe exceptions, the United Kingdom’s major cities have large
concentrations of deprived neighbourhoods, the location of hich have changed little over time. In this
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report e focus on the most deprived areas of major cities from the perspective of housing and labour
market disconnection in order to better understand hy this might be.

Figure 1: Deprivation in Leeds over time

Understanding disconnection
Disconnection can take on a number of different meanings. It may be social, economic, physical,
institutional or digital (to name but a fe). The analysis presented in this report focuses on economic,
physical and institutional disconnection, as e explain in Section 2. Underpinning our approach is the
belief that access to housing and jobs are crucial for ensuring residents of deprived neighbourhoods
benefit more fully from economic groth in their cities. hat e seek to provide is a more nuanced
understanding of the ays in hich poorer neighbourhoods are physically connected or disconnected
from their ider housing and labour market areas.
In part, our approach builds upon previous research by Robson et al. (2009) for the Department of
Communities and Local Government, but it also extends the ork to cover the hole United Kingdom. In
2

addition, e develop a ne approach to understanding neighbourhood disconnection in relation to the
labour market. Clearly, not all deprived neighbourhoods are the same, so this research attempts to shed
light on precisely ho they are different through the use of to complementary neighbourhood
typologies, both of hich focus on the 20 per cent most deprived areas ithin each part of the United
Kingdom.
•

Residential mobility typology: folloing Robson et al. (2009) e explore residential mobility using
four basic area types. This includes gentrifiers (in-movers are mainly from less deprived areas, outmovers go to other similarly deprived areas), escalators (in-movers from more deprived areas, outmovers to less deprived areas), transits (in-movers from less deprived areas, out-movers to less
deprived areas), and isolates (in-movers and out-movers from similarly deprived areas. This typology
helps highlight the relative perceived status of neighbourhoods, as ell as their connections ith
other places.

•

Travel-to-ork typology: e also present a typology based on travel-to-ork flos into, and out
of, deprived neighbourhoods. There are five area types here. First, e have primary employment
zones; deprived areas hich also happen to have high numbers of jobs in them. Connected core areas
are here residents ork close to home and travel to a ide variety of jobs. Disconnected core areas
are ones here orkers also stay close to home but there is a loer level of diversity in terms of
destinations. The fourth and fifth area types are the connected suburb and disconnected suburb;
typically deprived areas on the edge of tons and cities. In the former, residents tend to ork more
than three miles from home and travel to a ide variety of destinations. In the latter, orkers also
tend to travel further afield, but to a more limited variety of destinations (see ebster, 1999).

These typologies are explained and discussed at length in Sections 3 and 4, and in Section 5 e take a
combined approach to understanding ho the different kinds of disconnection e identify may interact.
This is summarised in Table 1, here e sho the total number of areas in each category in relation to
both typologies. This highlights the fact that there are 524 areas across the United Kingdom hich are
more isolated in terms of their housing market flos and relatively disconnected in terms of their labour
market flos. The implications of these figures ill vary by city and neighbourhood, but e hope this
analysis can be used to provide a more effective approach to making connections beteen poorer areas
and ider city-regional prosperity.

Table 1: Number of UK areas in each typology category
Residential typology

Travel-toork typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

50

98

304

274

Disconnected core

130

212

387

1,108

Connected suburb

122

270

409

817

Disconnected suburb

80

107

137

521

Primary employment zone

185

231

529

1,355

Key messages
This report aims to provide ne evidence and suggest a range of different policy responses to help bridge
the gap beteen city-regional economic groth on the one hand, and poverty alleviation on the other.
By looking at housing and labour market connection and disconnection, our focus has been on a
particularly important subject. But, of course, this is only part of the challenge of ider economic groth.
Other forms of disconnection – including social, digital and institutional – may also have an important
role to play. Hoever, e identify five key messages.
•

First, it is clear from our policy revie (Section 2) and stakeholder consultations (Section 6) that
current policy approaches are not sufficiently bridging the gap beteen groth and poverty
alleviation strategies. This misalignment may best be overcome through an approach hich places a
greater premium on inclusive groth, an approach hich the OECD has recently championed.
3

•

Second, e can vie neighbourhood moves as a measure of area status and perceived attractiveness
ithin their ider housing markets. The majority of people don’t move from year to year, but
relatively small numbers of people moving can significantly change the character of areas over the
longer term. e see this in Section 3 here some areas of our cities are becoming increasingly
gentrified, hile others seem almost perpetually disconnected from their ider neighbourhoods.

•

Third, labour market disconnection ould appear to be a significant problem in some areas, as e
report in Section 4. The root of the problem may be poor skills, physical distance, or a mix of the to
but it is clear that even in more economically buoyant cities, deprived areas do not seem particularly
ell connected to their local labour markets.

•

Fourth, e believe that the concept of ‘double disconnection’ is a useful ay of understanding hich
areas might be most at risk from missing out on the benefits of economic groth across their city
regions. This is borne out in Section 5, here e sho that ‘doubly disconnected’ areas suffer from
higher levels of deprivation and have a higher proportion of benefit claimants.

•

Fifth, e believe that a multi-faceted approach to poverty alleviation is needed if e are to
overcome the historic challenges of deprivation in deprived neighbourhoods. This ould recognise
that some kind of ‘social deal’ relating to inclusive groth needs to be incorporated into city-regional
economic groth strategies across the UK, as e discuss in Section 7.

Note: this report includes maps of major UK cities, but as part of the project e also
produced maps of every area in the UK ith at least one neighbourhood falling
ithin the 20 per cent most deprived on the respective deprivation indices for each
nation. These can be found online for both typologies featured in the report.
Direct link: https://goo.gl/9qeSQ0
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1 Introduction
The idea of cities as drivers of economic groth has risen to prominence in recent years and is no a
mainstay of policy doctrine across the developed orld (e.g. Brookings, 2011; City Groth Commission,
2014). hile e can applaud the economic success of some cities, and pay homage to their role as
economic poerhouses ithin a national context, this report focuses on the areas ithin cities hich do
not seem to benefit from ider economic uplift. cross the United Kingdom, there are areas of
persistent urban deprivation hich have consistently failed to see the full benefits of the economic
groth their cities have achieved.
e therefore take a close look at the ays in hich certain neighbourhoods appear to remain
disconnected and deprived, in contrast to the cities they sit in. The research is part of the Joseph
Rontree Foundation’s Cities, Groth and Poverty Programme and our overarching aim is to develop a
set of policy proposals hich might help overcome some of the persistent problems faced by deprived
neighbourhoods. In doing so, hoever, e are acutely aare of the fact that many of the problems of
deprived neighbourhoods – such as unemployment and deprivation – do not have their causes in
deprived neighbourhoods.
The recent pledge by the Prime Minister to ‘transform sink estates’ (Cameron, 2016) brings area-based
urban policy back on to the agenda in England after several years of inactivity in this area. Elsehere in
the United Kingdom, the retreat from an area-based approach to urban policy as less pronounced.
Given the modest success of such schemes, this may not be vieed in negative terms, but hile many
cities have gron and prospered in recent years, persistent pockets of deprivation remain a key feature
of our cities. Not only is there less of a focus on tackling the problems faced by deprived neighbourhoods
across the UK, there is a reluctance to engage ith the root causes of the problem. In this study, e
reflect on hy this might be and conclude that it is, at least in part, related to the ne sub-regional policy
infrastructure created after 2010 and the creation of local enterprise partnerships ithout, crucially, any
organisations specifically tasked ith connecting groth to poverty alleviation or jobs groth in the
poorest neighbourhoods. t present, then, there is a missing link beteen the goals of city-regional
economic groth on the one hand and persistent neighbourhood deprivation on the other. e believe
that much good as done in previous periods of urban policy, despite the relatively modest outcomes
reported in Section 2, and that more can be done today to help improve the fortunes of people in
deprived neighbourhoods. This report helps identify, ith more nuance, hich areas e might ant to
focus on.

Structure of the report
In order to explore the topic in more depth, e take a variety of approaches. In Section 2, e take a step
back from the contemporary policy context to consider hat has come before, both nationally and
internationally. The clear message here is that linking groth to poverty alleviation at the local level is
inherently difficult, politically challenging and also something of an ideological battle over the root causes
of urban deprivation. Nonetheless, e think much can be learned by reflecting upon previous policy
approaches here and elsehere, particularly as the current UK government embarks on a ne ave of
spatially targeted neighbourhood regeneration.
Taking this jobs and housing mantra further, Sections 3 and 4 then explore in more detail patterns of
residential and employment mobility at neighbourhood level. One of the key mechanisms through hich
neighbourhoods can change, and ho they fit ithin their ider city-regional contexts, is residential
mobility. In Chapter 3 e explore household moves by residents across the UK’s most deprived
neighbourhoods by focusing on the 20 per cent most deprived areas identified in each country’s most
recent official deprivation measure (IMD 2015 in England; NIMDM 2010 in Northern Ireland; SIMD 2012
in Scotland; and IMD 2014 in ales). This builds on previous research for the Department for
Communities and Local Government (DCLG, 2009a) hich developed a typology of deprived
neighbourhoods based on their interactions ith other areas. Here e update this typology using 2011
Census migration data to help identify hat many of our consultees noted: ‘not all deprived
neighbourhoods are the same’.
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In Section 4 e explore travel-to-ork patterns in deprived neighbourhoods. e examine commuting
patterns for the 20 per cent most deprived neighbourhoods across the United Kingdom in order to
understand more about the skills and spatial mismatches associated ith city-regional labour markets.
These are particularly important topics in the UK’s most deprived neighbourhoods, since they often have
loer levels of skills and a greater dependency on public transport. This can seriously limit the job
horizons of potential employees and lead to a situation here jobs groth in a city region has little impact
upon the areas that most need it. Therefore, e develop a typology hich helps differentiate beteen
different kinds of deprived areas based on, for example, hether they are close to employment centres
ith multiple nearby job opportunities or hether they are spatially isolated and disconnected from their
ider urban labour market.
Section 5 then combines the quantitative and qualitative analyses from the previous chapters to focus
on the different characteristics and problems faced by poorer neighbourhoods across the country, using
the to typologies as a frame of reference. In this section e attempt to provide a more nuanced
understanding of the true nature of neighbourhood deprivation and disconnection in the UK’s poorest
neighbourhoods. The purpose here is to provide a ne approach to analysing deprived neighbourhoods
and to identify the different housing and labour market challenges that exist in different places. The clear
message here again is that not all deprived neighbourhoods are the same. The corollary is that not all
interventions should be the same, but the history of urban interventions (Section 2) has shon that this
has rarely been incorporated successfully in policy design. Folloing from this, it should be clear that this
creates a need for spatially sensitive, nuanced policy responses rather than the kind of nationide,
‘regeneration by bulldozer’ approaches sometimes proposed (Crookes, 2011).
The typologies developed in Sections 3 and 4 ere used as the basis for consultation ith more than 140
policy professionals across the UK’s city regions, as e report in Section 6. The message here is sobering
and often boils don to the fact that local agencies simply do not have the resources needed to bring
about change. Beyond this headline other messages are: the importance of housing as the key driver of
change; increasingly polarised labour markets; the need for more nuanced approaches to local issues; and
the need for truly long-term strategies. This then raises the question of hether a city-regional policy
vacuum exists around the area of poverty alleviation. e examine this later in the report.
In Section 7 e develop a variety of potential policy responses. Too often urban policy in the UK has
been spatially blind and not taken local context into account. e hope to offer suggestions hich help
demonstrate hy a more nuanced approach is desirable. Fundamentally, e believe that if deprived
neighbourhoods are ever going to truly benefit from periods of economic groth in their ider housing
and labour markets, more thought needs to be given to their individual characteristics. e also believe
that hile devolved economic development agencies are generally a good thing, if e are serious about
tackling inequality there needs to be a greater focus on connecting groth to the fortunes of deprived
neighbourhoods. To do so requires a shift in thinking toards inclusive groth.

Drivers of groth and sites of concentrated deprivation
Before e move on, it is helpful to paint a picture of the different kinds of spatial deprivation patterns
currently in existence across UK cities. This helps highlight some of the historically disconnected places
e look at later in the report. In some cities deprivation is highly concentrated and extensive and in
others it is more dispersed (Rae, 2012a; 2012b). But in general the major cities of the UK feature
prominently in their respective national deprivation indices, as shon in Figure 2.
Cities may ell be engines of national economic groth (Centre for Cities, 2016) but they are also home
to large concentrations of people living in poverty and this has changed very little over the past fe
decades. This is most obvious in places like Glasgo, Liverpool and Manchester here areas among the
20 per cent most deprived nationally cover most of the city. Other cities, such as Cardiff, Leeds and
Sheffield, are more balanced but spatially divided. These patterns are explored further in Sections 3 and 4
hen e develop alternative ays to understand these patterns.

6

Figure 2: UK cities and the 20 per cent most and least deprived areas

* ll cities are mapped at the same scale
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2 Reflections on disconnection
Key messages
•
•
•
•

There is a long history of area-based urban policy intervention in ‘disconnected’ neighbourhoods.
e can think of disconnection in a variety of ays, including: economic, social, physical, institutional,
and digital.
Deprivation and disconnection typically go hand-in-hand.
In-ork poverty is clearly important, but often overlooked.

Understanding ‘disconnection’

The policy-focused nature of this report means that e are particularly interested in understanding
previous approaches to intervention in neighbourhoods across the UK hich are in some ay
disconnected from opportunities in their ider labour or housing markets. It is explicitly not about
disconnection from society or about people in poorer areas someho living outside the bounds of
society. In fact, e kno from previous research that in poorer neighbourhoods the sense of community
can be far greater than in many more prosperous areas (e.g. Social ction and Research Foundation,
2015).
In this section e focus on the underlying notion of disconnection and find that it has been a consistent
feature of urban policies in disadvantaged areas since the late 1960s. Successive policy regimes targeting
areas experiencing decline have sought to connect residents to ider economic opportunity, but ith
very limited success. The analysis belo revies different approaches to economic regeneration since the
late 1960s. It then presents a frameork for understanding ho disconnection has been understood and
addressed ithin urban policies. The section concludes ith some reflections on in-ork poverty, often
the ‘missing link’ in discussions of disconnected neighbourhoods and deprivation.

 brief history of urban policy and disconnected
neighbourhoods
It is ell knon that poverty and other forms of disadvantage can be both concentrated and persistent in
particular areas (e.g. Booth, 1888; Dorling et al., 2007; Ferrari, et al., 2007; Pacione, 2004; Palmer, et al.,
2006; Rontree, 1901; SEU, 2004; Tunstall, 2012). To address this, a series of urban policy interventions
in the post-ar period have sought to reverse the fortunes of areas experiencing social or economic
decline. The first distinct urban policy regime for deprived areas emerged in the late 1960s in response
to the 'rediscovery of poverty' (lcock, 2006; also Cochrane, 2007) that challenged assumptions of
shared prosperity in post-ar affluence. Policy-makers regarded poverty as 'pathological' (lcock, 2006;
tkinson and Moon, 1994) in the sense of stemming from the flaed behavioural and cultural
dispositions of individuals clustered in pockets of deprivation. Their response as to launch a series of
initiatives including the urban programme and community development projects (CDPs). These funded
small-scale projects to improve conditions and services in target areas hile encouraging a culture of
self-help among communities.
ssumptions around the localised and cultural transmission of poverty ere challenged, hoever, by a
groing emphasis on the structural economic factors contributing to poverty (DoE, 1977). Conservative
administrations in the 1980s responded through private sector led forms of economic and physical
regeneration delivered via area-based initiatives (BIs) including enterprise zones, urban development
corporations, and urban development grants (later to become city grants). These programmes sought to
stimulate economic development through addressing perceived failures in land and property markets and
creating a more entrepreneurial culture in areas deemed dependent on state elfare (Scottish Office,
1988; Imrie and Thomas, 1999; Marinetto, 2003; Matthes, 2010). The assumption, hoever, that
benefits of economic groth ould trickle don to residents meant there as little explicit focus ithin
programmes on addressing orklessness and poverty.
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This private sector led approach as discredited by the failure of such schemes to tackle entrenched
forms of poverty and deprivation (Bradford et al., 1994; tkinson and Moon, 1994; Lupton, 2003;
Marinetto, 2003). Recognition of these shortcomings sa a ne emphasis in the 1990s on more holistic
forms of regeneration such as City Challenge and the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB) Challenge Fund.
These ere distinguished by a notion that creating jobs as not enough as lagging economic outcomes
ere not just a consequence of dysfunctional local housing and labour markets. Supply-side issues in
terms of individual employability ere no also identified as bottlenecks to groth ith an attendant
emphasis on training and employment support. In addition, programmes also put in place horizontal,
multi-agency partnerships as a response to the perceived failure of public agencies orking in silos to
tackle barriers to ork that cut across multiple policy domains.
This holistic approach as fully consolidated under the neighbourhood reneal agenda of successive
Labour governments beteen 1997 and 2010. Centring on the notion of social exclusion, policy-makers
sa deprivation as having multiple, overlapping dimensions that required action across a range of policy
domains at the sub-district level. Programmes and strategies such as the Ne Deal for Communities
(NDC) and the National Strategy for Neighbourhood Reneal (NSNR) in England, and Communities First
in ales, sought to improve employability directly through supply-side training and employment
schemes. t the same time, these area-based initiatives (BIs) addressed interlinked disadvantage around
health, crime, education and housing that could also distance residents from the labour markets. Multiagency orking as also promoted through both specific BIs and broader strategic mechanisms such as
social inclusion partnerships (SIPs) in Scotland to address different dimensions of economic exclusion
(Mcilliams et al., 2004).
The supply-side emphasis on employability increasingly narroed in on individual behaviour and outlook
and ho this scaled up into localised 'cultures of orklessness' (HM Treasury, 2003) that cut off residents
from the benefits of consistent economic groth (see Lupton et al., 2013). ccordingly, a package of sub
district-level programmes ere introduced in England to address issues around employability including
employment zones and the orking Neighbourhoods Fund as ell as dedicated employment support
initiatives and labour market activation programmes ithin the larger BIs. These ere accompanied by
ongoing efforts ithin regeneration and housing programmes to create 'mixed communities' (Lupton et
al., 2013).
The rationale as that deconcentrating poverty reduced the 'area effects' that compounded individual
disadvantage (Manley et al., 2012) ithin local social and historical contexts. This is despite most research
suggesting that the evidence for the existence of area effects is mixed (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010;
Manley et al., 2012). t the same time, government also sa physical location as a contributing placebased factor that cut areas off from centres of economic opportunity here transport as limited or
unaffordable (Social Exclusion Unit, 2003; Lucas et al., 2008).
More traditional forms of property led economic regeneration also continued through the ork of
regional development agencies (RDs). t a local level, the Local Enterprise Groth Initiative (LEGI) as
introduced to support the creation and groth of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
deprived areas. Indeed, the final term of the Labour Government sa a shift aay from an emphasis on
social exclusion toards a narroer focus on economic development through the sub-national revie
(HM Treasury, BERR, DCLG, 2007) and the DCLG hite Paper hy Place Matters (DCLG, 2008). These
emphasised the need to align efforts to tackle orklessness at neighbourhood levels ith ider subregional economic development supported by a ne, pan-district strategic frameork (multi-area
agreements (Ms)). This highlighted a ne concern ith ho to integrate vertical structures of
governance to improve economic outcomes.
The Coalition Government's localist approach to regeneration has, in many ays, consolidated this
emphasis on ider economic development as the engine of regeneration.  series of initiatives have been
delivered through the local groth agenda (BIS, 2010; DCLG, 2011, 2012) including local enterprise
partnerships, the Regional Groth Fund and local groth deals. These devolve poers, funding and
responsibilities to sub-regional bodies to stimulate private sector led groth as a means of redressing a
perceived culture of dependency on the public sector (HM Government, 2012). t loer spatial scales,
the Coalition Government also signalled a determination to end large-scale, ell-funded BIs.
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In their place, they promoted community led forms of regeneration (e.g. neighbourhood plans and the
'right to' suite of programmes) alongside efforts to encourage public service reform to reconfigure
budgets and services to support disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Fundamental to both the local groth
and community led regeneration reforms is a guiding belief that markets and services are most efficient
hen delivered by local actors unencumbered by state intervention. longside these initiatives, the UK
continues to receive and allocate European structural and investment funds (ESIF) monies (€10.7 billion
in 2014–2020), principally in the form of the European Social Fund (ESF) and European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) funding. This is intended to support key priorities around generating groth
and jobs and, hile not delivered primarily through targeted BIs, ESIF funding can support area based
projects related to physical infrastructure, enterprise, employment and skills that aim to improve social
and economic outcomes in lo-income neighbourhoods.
t the same time, there is an explicit notion that markets cannot and should not be expected to deliver
equitable spatial outcomes: 'In some cases this means areas ith long-term groth challenges
undergoing transition to better reflect local demand. National and local government policies should ork
ith and promote the market, not seek to create artificial and unsustainable groth' (BIS, 2010, p. 8).
Regeneration should promote sustainable groth rather than prop up areas in terminal decline. This has
important implications for the geography of economic opportunities. It increasingly implies that it is not
the role of government to create jobs or encourage investment in the most disadvantaged areas, a
marked shift from the regional policy of the past. Rather, the task is to support areas best positioned for
groth and encourage individuals to commute or move to these centres of opportunity.  2014
consultation on a possible right-to-move scheme underscores the former Coalition Government's
interest in supporting residential mobility ithin the social rented sector to enable tenants to find ork
(DCLG, 2014).
The localist approach in England hich assumes that it is up to localities to take responsibility for
addressing spatial disparities has not been adopted, though, by the devolved administrations ithin the
UK. hile local government has been given greater control over regeneration priorities and budgets in
both Scotland and Northern Ireland, there is no direct equivalent to the localist agenda. Scotland, ales
and Northern Ireland all continue to have strategic frameorks for regeneration that are currently
lacking in England. Strategies on regeneration and poverty have also become more explicitly aligned in
ales and, to a lesser extent, Northern Ireland. ales in particular is notable for its recent decision to
redesignate Communities First as a community focused poverty tackling programme (elsh
Government, 2013). ales and Northern Ireland also both continue to address regeneration through
BIs although Scotland has moved far closer to a mainstreaming approach, notably through community
planning partnerships.

Conceptualising neighbourhood disconnection
Draing on this revie of regeneration it’s possible to dra out a number of different forms of
disconnection as conceptualised, and responded to, ithin urban policy frameorks. Not surprisingly, an
underlying notion of economic disconnection cuts across most urban regeneration interventions over
the last 40 years. Hoever, there are other forms of disconnection – social, physical and institutional –
that are not primarily economic problems but have adverse economic outcomes. These forms can be
summarised as:
•

Economic disconnection:  lack of demand-side groth caused by economic shocks (e.g.
deindustrialisation) and market failures combined ith a shortage of suitably skilled labour.

•

Social disconnection: Individual or collective cultures ithin disadvantaged areas that act as barriers
to ork. This can include limited knoledge of employment opportunities outside immediate areas
and an aversion to 'unfamiliar places' (Green and hite, 2007; Fletcher et al., 2008). There is some
overlap here ith supply-side factors contributing to economic disconnection.

•

Physical disconnection: Disadvantages caused by location, such as a lack of suitable transport
connections to centres of economic opportunity.

Institutional disconnection:  lack of horizontally or vertically integrated structures or partnerships that
leads to sub-optimal economic outcomes.
The evidence presented in this report focuses more on economic, physical and institutional disconnection
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rather than social, but the four are interdependent. These four forms of disconnection are prominent
throughout the evidence base on regeneration. Hoever, digital disconnection is also a more recent and
important phenomenon in accounting for the disparities beteen places and people. Efforts to foster
digital inclusion may be a means through hich some of the above effects can be ameliorated, though it
should not be seen as a panacea to entrenched problems of neighbourhood disconnection. hile not the
focus of this research it is important to note that digital disconnection cuts across each of the four forms
noted above.
Different forms of disconnection and policy remedies have been emphasised at different times. For
example, the current localist approach to regeneration favours economic disconnection as the primary
driver of uneven spatial outcomes and positions demand-side economic development (e.g. LEPs) as the
most appropriate response. Mandatory supply-side interventions around employment and training are
no the preserve of national benefit regimes and the ork Programme.
By contrast, previous Labour administrations focused more broadly on removing demand-side barriers to
job creation (e.g. through RDs) and supply-side barriers (e.g. through employment zones). The size of
the areas covered by interventions also varies over time. The neighbourhood focus that featured
centrally in the urban policy of Labour administrations during its last period in office as jettisoned by the
Coalition Government because of perceptions that it as expensive, ineffective and inattentive to the
needs of residents (HM Government, 2012). This shos there is no consensus on the causes of, and
appropriate responses to, spatial disadvantage. The nature and causes of neighbourhood disconnection
remain contested ground.
Nonetheless, it remains clear that many parts of our cities remain disconnected from their ider labour
and housing markets and that the policy apparatus established by governments since 2010 seems illequipped to address it. The recent focus on ‘sink estates’ is, e think, indicative of a lack of understanding
about the root causes of the problem and the history of urban policy intervention. Certainly, there are
idespread concerns that urban policy after 2010 has largely abandoned longstanding concerns about
concentrations of deprivation hich ere addressed at source through BIs (Crisp et al., 2014; ilksHeeg, 2016). Past urban regeneration programmes may have failed to understand the spatial
relationships beteen localised concentrations of poverty and ider labour markets but it seems doubtful
that the current focus on groth at the expense of BIs ill improve economic and social outcomes in
lo-income neighbourhoods.
The notion of disconnection is intimately related to that of deprivation. Over time, neighbourhoods that
have become increasingly disconnected from opportunities in local labour markets have experienced
groing levels of deprivation. This may be compounded by the attributes of place i.e. physical
disconnection as ell as forms of social disconnection as, for example, residents have feer opportunities
to find out about, or access, employment through netorks of family, friends and neighbours. The
resulting deprivation may, in itself, reinforce disconnection through loss of employment-related skills and
experience and the negative consequences on health and emotional or financial ellbeing of
experiencing poverty, orklessness or insecure ork.
Reconnecting neighbourhoods to groth, therefore, requires mechanisms to ensure that jobs generated
are accessible to residents, for example through developing appropriate skills, employment and
recruitment pathays. But it also requires tackling forms of deprivation associated ith poverty,
orklessness and job insecurity to ensure individuals and households have the necessary skills, health and
financial security to compete for, and secure, employment opportunities. Tackling both disconnection and
deprivation requires a holistic approach cutting across many policy areas.

Outcomes of economic regeneration

Decades of urban regeneration to tackle the problems faced by disconnected neighbourhoods have
failed to make significant inroads into poverty as measured by related proxies such as jobs, employment
and orklessness.  recent revie of the evidence base on the impact of economic regeneration (Crisp
et al., 2014) found that:
•

business development and business support programmes had created jobs but these ere often
taken up by individuals living outside target areas or ho ere already in ork;
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•

regeneration programmes improved individual prospects of finding ork for programme participants
but largely failed to improve aggregate levels of orklessness.

The revie concluded that the poverty impacts of major regeneration programmes ere muted. Reasons
suggested for limited outcomes included:
•

population change as less disadvantaged residents move out to be replaced by more disadvantaged
individuals, thereby dampening aggregate outcomes;

•

the influence of ider local labour market conditions ith regeneration least successful in less
buoyant labour markets;

•

insufficient spend to achieve transformative change in economic outcomes.

One further observation is that regeneration evaluations largely, though not exclusively, focus on
observed changes ithin programme boundaries. This may underestimate ider economic impacts. Jobs
created in regeneration areas may go to inard commuters or those already employed but this could
have ider multiplier effects in terms of generating knock-on jobs for individuals experiencing poverty.
Crucially, these outcomes may occur outside the boundaries of the evaluation.
The apparent failure of urban regeneration to significantly improve economic outcomes may also point
to ider shortcomings in policymakers' understandings of the causes of area disadvantage. Rae (2011)
highlights the mismatch beteen regeneration activities delivered at the local level to address problems
that have ider spatial origins, such as the uneven distribution of the proceeds of national economic
groth. This mismatch is exemplified by an increasing emphasis on local forms of social/cultural
disconnections despite mixed evidence for the existence of area effects (Buck, 2001; Tunstall and
Lupton, 2003; Manley et al., 2012).
hile some policies have tried to address more localised dynamics such as sub-regional markets in labour
(e.g. RDs and LEPs) and housing (e.g. HMR), there has never been a comprehensive and vertically
integrated account of urban decline that invites co-ordinated responses across spatial scales. The result is
a succession of urban policy regimes that focus on the consequences to smaller and, less often, medium
sized areas, of uneven development hile largely neglecting the national causes of, and levers for
tackling, spatial inequalities. This is not to imply that government has no understanding of these dynamics.
For example, DCLG (2008) outlined:
'the best level to tackle a problem is not alays the spatial level at hich it manifests…tackling
neighbourhood deprivation requires recognising the connections beteen neighbourhood and a ider
economy and understanding the factors that constrain people in disadvantage'.
Hoever, it is not clear that the full extent, nature and spatial relationships of those connections have
been given sufficient attention in urban policy.

In-ork poverty: the missing link?
Previous regeneration programmes have tended to focus on orklessness as the main outcome of
economic disconnection, and sought to address this through initiatives to create jobs and employment.
Less attention as paid to the nature of ork itself. This is a serious omission given groing evidence of
the rise of in-ork poverty hich no accounts for a significant proportion (around to-fifths) of
orking-age adults in poverty (MacInnes et al., 2014). Ray et al. (2014) identify a number of
characteristics of ork associated ith in-ork poverty including:
•

insufficient spend to achieve transformative change in economic outcomes.

•

temporary or precarious ork;

•

part-time ork;

•

lo hourly pay;

•

employment in elementary, sales, caring, process and administrative occupations;

•

employment in hospitality and catering, personal services, retail and residential care sectors.
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The recent groth of in-ork poverty meant past regeneration initiatives ere perhaps slo to
recognise this trend and, as a result, did not systematically seek to increase access to better paid ork
through interventions such as skills use strategies. That said, there is evidence from ithin the NDC
programme that individual projects tried to support residents to secure better paid, higher skilled ork
(DCLG, 2009b). In other ords, job quality has been addressed but only on an ad hoc basis.
It remains the case, though, that there has yet to be a comprehensive regeneration strategy or
programme that seeks to improve the conditions attached to existing lo paid, lo skilled jobs or support
lo paid orkers to access better jobs. Recent pilots using devolved funding, such as Glasgo City
Council’s City Deal-funded project to improve the terms and conditions of employment in the care
sector, suggest that may be changing (see Limitations of past and current approaches in Section 6). It
provides tentative signs of an increasing local recognition that past programmes to support access to
employment may not be enough. The terms and conditions of ork in relation to pay, job satisfaction,
duration, security, and opportunities for training and progression, all clearly matter too.
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3 Household moves and
neighbourhood change
Key messages
•
•
•
•

Deprived neighbourhoods exhibit very different patterns of household connection and disconnection
across the UK.
In some areas residential mobility patterns appear to indicate more limited social mobility, particularly
in inner urban areas.
Several inner urban areas appear to be gentrifying, particularly in Birmingham and Nottingham.
In cities such as Belfast, Glasgo, Liverpool and Manchester a large proportion of deprived
neighbourhoods remain isolated from their ider housing market areas.

Introduction
In Section 1, e highlighted the issue of spatially concentrated deprivation across UK cities to put into
context the analysis in this report. There are also, of course, significant areas of concentrated affluence
ithin cities, as documented by scholars such as Doug Massey (1996) and Peter Matthes (2015). e
take a similar position to Scott Orford here, from his study of long-term change in London, in
recognising the links beteen the to phenomena:
‘...the geographies of rich and poor areas in a city are rarely independent and an
understanding of both is useful in order to understand the processes that create and
maintain them.’
Orford, 2004, pp. 714
Hoever, given the policy focus on more deprived areas, and their relative disconnection from their ider
housing and labour markets, e focus here on those areas among the 20 per cent most deprived in each
national setting.
In addition to the spatial question of concentration – or isolation – there is another obvious issue: the
persistence of these patterns through time. This significant persistence has been reported in previous
ork for JRF, (e.g. Blanden and Gibbons, 2006) and it remains a critically important issue. The lessons of
the past suggest that successive aves of the kinds of policies discussed in Section 2 have had little
impact on the spatial concentration of deprivation ithin our cities.
Given the high degree of spatial concentration, and its persistence over time, the obvious question one
might ask is ‘ho might this change’ since e kno that, in general, neighbourhoods do not tend to
change much over time (e.g. Tunstall, 2016). One ay it could conceivably occur is through the
movement of different kinds of people to and from different areas, as described in similar research in the
past (e.g. Bailey and Livingston, 2008). In the rest of this section e therefore explore the residential
mobility patterns associated ith the most deprived areas in UK cities in an attempt to understand ho,
and here, the greatest changes are taking place.
Our approach builds upon previous ork by Robson et al. (2009), ho developed a typology of areas
based on the nature of their residential mobility interactions ithin their ider neighbourhoods and
cities.  fairly lo percentage of residents actually move in any given year (around 11 per cent) but the
relative attractiveness of areas and their status ithin city regions can in part be discerned from their
connections – or disconnections – ith others. In the rest of the section e therefore explain the
residential mobility typology e have used (folloing Robson et al., 2009), update the analysis so it is
based on the most recent deprivation indices and deprivation data, and report it in a series of charts and
maps. dditionally, since the timing of the Indices of Deprivation 2015 release in England as opportune,
e also provide some time series analysis to sho ho areas ithin cities have changed since 2004.
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 typology of household moves
Understanding the role residential mobility plays in determining neighbourhood structure is an important
step in addressing the challenges faced by deprived neighbourhoods. Previous studies used 2001 Census
data to create a typology of deprived neighbourhoods in England based on differing patterns of
residential mobility (Bailey and Livingston, 2008; Robson et al., 2009). These studies revealed
considerable differentiation in the function of different types of neighbourhoods hich in turn has
implications for the suitability of different policy interventions. For example, an area of east London that
is rapidly gentrifying ill have different needs to an area elsehere that suffers from long-term
population decline and a stagnant housing market.
The previous typology classified the most deprived neighbourhoods (defined as the 20 per cent most
deprived in the Index of Multiple Deprivation) into one of four types: escalator, gentrifier, isolate and
transit. The classification is based on the volumes of residential moves into or out of an individual Loer
Super Output rea (LSO) and the relative IMD rank of the LSO of origin and the LSO of destination.
The neighbourhood types ere defined to capture a broad description of the function they play in the
socio-demographic structure of the nation and are applied only to the most deprived 20 per cent.  full
technical explanation of the method is provided elsehere (Robson et al., 2008) so here e provide short
pen portraits of each area type.
•

n escalator area is one here in-movers mainly come from areas that are more deprived hile
most out-movers go to areas that are relatively less deprived. lthough defined as deprived, they can
play an important role in the upard progression through the housing market since movers often
see them as a kind of ‘stopping off point’ on their ay to affording a more expensive property.

•

 gentrifier area is one here in-movers come from relatively less deprived areas and out-movers
go to similarly or more deprived areas. This may reflect a process of localised economic opportunism
as existing residents in ‘lo value’ neighbourhoods are displaced by people moving in from less
deprived areas to take advantage of cheaper housing costs.

•

n isolate area is defined as an area here in-movers and out-movers come from and move to

similarly or more deprived areas. It is an ‘isolate’ area in the sense that it is relatively disconnected

from the ider housing market and residential mobility patterns, not in relation to social cohesion.
Therefore, its socio-economic composition is less likely to be altered by people moving in or out.
These areas have the highest average deprivation score out of all four types.
•

The final type is a transit area here both in-movers and out-movers are moving from and to less
deprived areas. This may reflect areas ith high student populations or young households getting
onto the housing ladder for the first time. These are both groups ith limited resources hose
period of residence in the neighbourhood may be relatively brief.

Oing to the nature of the underlying data, in-movers from other countries cannot be included in the
analysis. Our analyses suggest that for the vast majority of small areas this is not a significant problem,
but e believe that in some areas – particularly in London – this issue ought to be kept in mind hen
interpreting the results at the small area level.
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Figure 3: Residential typology of deprived neighbourhoods

dapted from Robson et al. (2009). rros sho the direction of predominant residential flos.

In order to paint a picture of ho social mobility patterns in the most deprived neighbourhoods look, e
returned to the 2004 typology and updated it for England using data from the 2011 Census and the
2015 Index of Multiple Deprivation. The typology is then extended to include Northern Ireland, Scotland
and ales using the most recent Index of Multiple Deprivation released by each country: IMD 2015,
NIMDM 2010, SIMD 2012 and IMD 2014, respectively. The indicators and eighting used in each
index vary so e cannot make comparisons of relative deprivation across countries.

Results of typology
Overall, it is notable that the composition of the typologies calculated for the most deprived 20 per cent
of areas for England and Northern Ireland are remarkably similar (Figure 4 and Table 2). Just over 50 per
cent of areas are classified as transits hile isolate areas are the second most common type. Scotland has
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a similar percentage of transits but a higher percentage of escalator and gentrifier types. Most striking is
the very high percentage of the most deprived 20 per cent of LSOs in ales that are identified as
transits (77 per cent). The similarities seen suggest that the typology is capturing some common patterns
that transcend national boundaries; at the same time, the differences imply that there are other factors
influencing residential mobility patterns and that these may be revealed only at a smaller scale.

Figure 4: Composition of most deprived 20 per cent of areas, by type

Table 2: Percentage of most deprived 20 per cent of areas, by type
Escalator (%)

Gentrifier (%)

Isolate (%)

Transit (%)

Unclassified (%)

England

7.0

12.2

26.3

52.8

1.7

Northern Ireland

6.2

11.2

29.2

52.2

1.1

Scotland

11.8

15.4

19.0

53.7

0.1

ales

6.3

8.9

6.3

76.6

1.8

Current patterns in residential mobility across the UK
England
s e sa in Section 1, deprived areas are not uniformly distributed across the country. Typically e see
entrenched areas of deprivation particularly ithin larger cities but also ithin smaller regional centres.
cross the country the biggest concentrations occur in London and the major industrial cities further
north. t a regional level, the distribution of deprivation also varies. ithin local enterprise partnerships
(LEPs) the proportion of LSOs ithin a given LEP falling into the most deprived nationally varies idely
(see Figure 7). In some LEPs more than 12 per cent of the LSOs ithin them are in the most deprived
20 per cent, hile others, like Hertfordshire and Enterprise M3, have very lo numbers of deprived areas.
The distribution of deprivation across a LEP can also vary idely. Greater Manchester and Greater
Birmingham and Solihull have a similar proportion of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent, but in
Greater Manchester these areas are distributed across a number of local authorities hile in Greater
Birmingham they are concentrated in Birmingham itself as shon in Figure 5. s Rae (2009) has shon,
this local spatial context can have a bearing on the extent to hich individual neighbourhoods have
interactions ith nearby, similarly deprived areas. e also provide an overvie map of the typology for
Greater London (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Comparison of the distribution of the most deprived 20 per cent LSOs
across the LEPs of (a) Greater Birmingham and Solihull and (b) Greater Manchester
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Figure 6: Comparison of the distribution of the most deprived 20 per cent LSOs
across Greater London

It is also clear that the composition of deprived areas ithin the LEPs is variable; LEPs ith lo
proportions of deprived areas ithin them tend to have largely transit areas. This is because, on average,
residential moves are of a very short distance. This means that for an area classed as deprived by the IMD,
the number of households moving to it from a more or similarly deprived area is directly related to the
number of more or similarly deprived areas in its vicinity, i.e. local spatial context is an important factor
(see Rae, 2009). This explains the predominance of transit types in LEPs ith a higher rural area share in
hich deprived areas are more dispersed, such as Cumbria and the North East, and those hich have very
lo overall numbers of deprived LSOs.
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Figure 7: Typology for all local enterprise partnerships

t the scale shon in Figure 7, e get an overvie of the general pattern across England but this can
obscure more nuanced patterns at a local scale. Because of the large proportion, and concentrations, of
deprived areas in major cities, e no focus our attention particularly on the core cities of Birmingham,
Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Necastle upon Tyne, Nottingham and Sheffield. This enables us to
support our analysis ith feedback gained from economic development, planning and social service
professionals ithin the local authorities of the core cities. representatives from local enterprise
partnerships ere also involved in the consultation exercise but to a lesser extent, as reported in Section
6.
The cities of Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester and Nottingham all have more than 50 per cent of their
LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent nationally (see Figure 8). For Birmingham, Liverpool and
Manchester, the largest proportion are isolates by some margin, suggesting a high level of housing
market disconnection in these areas. Necastle upon Tyne and Bristol both have high levels of transit
areas. In Bristol this is particularly noticeable and probably related to the underlying spatial pattern of
deprived areas. hile more than 25 per cent of the LSOs ithin Bristol are in the most deprived 20 per
cent, unlike in most other cities these are relatively dispersed across the city (see Figure 9). The high level
of dispersion and the very lo occurrence of deprived areas in the ider sub-region means that moves to
and from more or similarly deprived areas are less likely, resulting in a high degree of transit areas.
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Figure 8: Typology for core cities in England
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Figure 9: Location and type of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent nationally
across Bristol and the est of England LEP

Northern Ireland
The measure of deprivation used in Northern Ireland, the Northern Ireland Multiple Deprivation Measure
(NIMDM), as last published in 2010, predating the 2011 census. Since its publication, some boundary
changes have been made to the Super Output rea (SO) geography used in the 2011 Census. This only
affected 6 of the 890 SOs in Northern Ireland and these are indicated on the maps by hatched areas.
dditionally, SOs do not nest ithin local government districts (LGDs) and have been allocated to a
district based on the lookup table provided by Northern Ireland Statistics and Research gency (NISR).
The districts of Derry and Strabane and Belfast have the highest proportion of deprived areas ithin
them, as indicated by Figure 10, largely associated ith the cities of Derry and Belfast respectively.
Looking at Belfast in particular (Figure 11) e see the same pattern of highly clustered deprived areas
that is evident in many of the large English cities.
gain, in Belfast these areas are dominated by isolate types suggesting limited scope for neighbourhood
change through residential mobility in these areas. The SOs identified as transits in Belfast fall largely
along the docks and riverside. These types of areas are often the focus of regeneration schemes aimed at
reviving derelict industrial districts, ith the Titanic Quarter in Belfast being one example. The ne-build
apartment blocks that often result from such schemes are popular buy-to-let investments targeted at a
young market ith high mobility and often have a high proportion of privately rented accommodation
(ECOTEC, 2008). This is likely to result in a high turnover of tenants, ith the average tenancy across the
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private rented sector being 15 to 17 months (RL, 2007 cited in ECOTEC, 2008, p.32), and from a
geographically mobile sector of the market meeting the criteria for a transit classification.

Figure 10: Proportion of SOs falling in the most deprived 20 per cent ithin each
local authority by 2015 residential mobility typology (based on 2014 local
government district boundaries)

Figure 11: Location and type of SOs in the most deprived 20 per cent nationally
across Belfast (based on 2014 local district boundaries)
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Scotland
Scotland has a similar composition of types to England and Northern Ireland (Figure 4). Like in the other
nations of the UK, most of the deprived areas are concentrated in the major industrial and post-industrial
areas. In Scotland e see it particularly focused in the central belt ith Glasgo, Inverclyde and est
Dunbartonshire among the local authorities ith the highest proportion of data zones in the most
deprived 20 per cent, as demonstrated in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12: Proportion of data zones falling in the most deprived 20 per cent ithin
each local authority by 2015 residential mobility typology
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Figure 13: Location and type of data zones in the most deprived 20 per cent
nationally across Glasgo City Region

s discussed above in relation to patterns of deprivation in England, the majority of deprived areas ithin
ider city regions are in the inner urban locations. The same is true of Glasgo City Region. It contains
34 per cent of Scotland’s population (1.8 million) and 35 per cent of its jobs, yet the majority of the most
deprived neighbourhoods are ithin the City of Glasgo, in addition to a concentration of deprived areas
in Inverclyde in particular. Figure 14 provides a closer look at the residential mobility typology for
Glasgo, in order to demonstrate both the spatial concentration of deprived areas and the variety of
types visible there.
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Figure 14: Location and type of data zones in the most deprived 20 per cent
nationally across Glasgo

ales
s noted previously, the residential mobility typology in ales is strikingly different to that in the other
three nations. More than 75 per cent of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent ere classified as
transits, in contrast to just over 50 per cent in the other UK nations. dditionally, the to most populous
local authorities in ales, Cardiff and Sansea, have loer proportions of LSOs in the most deprived 20
per cent than other less densely populated local authorities. Instead, the local authorities ith the highest
proportion of deprived LSOs are those associated ith the former mining and industrial communities in
Blaenau Gent, Rhondda and Merthyr Tydfil (Figure 15). ith one exception, all of the local authorities
that contain areas in the most deprived 20 per cent are dominated by transit types, ith the exception
being the Isle of nglesey hich has a majority of isolate types. It should be noted that only 7 of the 44
LSOs in the Isle of nglesey fall in the most deprived 20 per cent and of these 4 are classed as isolates.
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Figure 15: Proportion of LSOs falling in the most deprived 20 per cent ithin
each local authority by 2015 residential mobility typology

The high occurrence of transit types is a result of deprived areas in ales being more idely distributed
across local authorities and less concentrated in major cities. s a result, the density of deprived areas is
relatively lo, even though numbers may be high, as is evident in Figure 16 shoing the distribution of
the most deprived 20 per cent of LSOs ithin Cardiff City Region. n additional map shoing only
Cardiff is shon in Figure 17.
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Figure 16: Location and type of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent nationally
across Cardiff City Region
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Figure 17: Location and type of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent nationally
across Cardiff City

Changes in patterns of residential mobility in England
since 2004
The residential mobility typology presented here is based on a method developed by Robson et al. (2008)
in their analysis for the Department for Communities and Local Government. During the course of this
research, ne indices of deprivation for England ere released, and this alloed us to explore the
question of change over time in the residential mobility typology for England. This as not possible for
other parts of the UK since ne indices have not yet been released (the Scottish Indices of Deprivation
2016 are due to be released in the summer of 2016).
Because of a number of changes to the statistical units on hich the census data is based, direct
comparisons beteen the 2004 and 2015 typology must be treated ith caution. Largely based on
population changes, the number of LSOs increased in the 2011 Census to 32,844 (from 32,482).
Hoever, it is useful to make comparisons on ho an area has changed in terms of its residential
typology. For the purposes of this study e produced maps shoing both the 2004 typology and 2015
typology at both the local authority and LEP level for the core cities (see ppendix 2).
These maps are useful hen considered in the context of particular areas. For example, highlighting an
area here a particular housing development has been built, here the population composition has
changed significantly, or here there have been other changes hich affect the nature of the local area.
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For the identification of larger-scale patterns, a more technical approach as needed. In order to achieve
this, e used the characteristics of the 2011 LSOs to derive an approximate 2004 typology class for
that area. This process may mask some of the detailed changes but in conjunction ith information
gathered from the stakeholder orkshops (Section 6) it provides a broad picture of the changes in
residential typology that are being seen.
e can see in Figure 18 that there has been an increase in the proportion of transit areas beteen
2004 and 2015 (Table 3), and a noticeable decline in the proportion of escalator areas. The latter may
reflect the boom in residential properties in deprived areas marketed at students and young professionals
hile the former may reflect the increasing unaffordability of housing across England, even in the most
deprived areas. The increase in the proportion of gentrifier areas may be taken as a sign that this is the
case, but e ould urge caution in this interpretation ithout further local investigation. Nonetheless,
this is a plausible explanation.

Figure 18: Overall composition of the residential typology composition for the 20
per cent most deprived areas in England

Table 3: Percentage of most deprived 20 per cent LSOs in each residential
mobility type in 2004 and 2015
Escalator (%)

Gentrifier (%)

Isolate (%)

Transit (%)

Unclassified (%)

2004

18.7

8.0

31.2

38.8

3.3

2015

7.0

12.2

26.3

52.8

1.7

The ‘river plot’ in Figure 19 shos the connection beteen the 2015 typology and the 2004 typology.
The increase in transit areas seen in 2015 is largely from areas that ere not in the most deprived 20 per
cent in 2004 (labelled N_ in Figure 19). hile the decrease in escalator areas in 2015 is due to areas
moving from the escalator type to isolate or transit. Very fe areas that ere identified as gentrifiers or
escalators remained that type in 2015, suggesting significant change in the socio-economic composition
of hundreds of England’s most deprived areas.
(NB Because of the boundary changes made to LSOs the flos in Figures 19 and 20 – 23 should be
treated as illustrative of overall patterns; it is not appropriate to quantify them explicitly and some caution
should be used in their interpretation.)
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Figure 19: Typology changes beteen 2004 and 2015 for England

The rise in transit areas is intriguing, since in some areas it can indicate high density urban regeneration
developments. One example is in Kelham Island in Sheffield, hich is a combination of student complexes
and apartments aimed at young professionals. It can also indicate areas here the relative density of
deprived areas is lo or dispersed. This is because on average residential moves in and out of deprived
areas are of a very short distance; thus for an area that is classed as deprived on the IMD the number of
households moving to it from a more or similarly deprived area is related to the number of more or
similarly deprived areas in its vicinity. This is likely to underlie the relatively high number of transit areas in
Bristol (Figure 9) hose deprived areas are dispersed across the local authority rather than the spatial
concentrations seen, for example, in Liverpool and Sheffield.
part from Bristol, all the English core cities sa an overall decrease in the proportion of LSOs in the
most deprived nationally in the 2015 IMD (compared ith their position in 2004). This as most marked
in Liverpool, Manchester and Necastle hich over that period sa percentage point decreases of 11.4
per cent, 13.3 per cent and 10.2 per cent, respectively, in the proportion of their LSOs in the most
deprived 20 per cent nationally.
Table 4 details the composition of the typology of the most deprived 20 per cent LSOs in each of the
core cities based on both the 2004 and 2015 IMD and the percentage point change (in bold). Because of
LSO changes beteen the 2001 and 2011 census e express these as a percentage of LSOs in the
local authority. Of particular note is the decrease in areas identified as escalators across all eight cities
ith 10.4 and 6.6 percentage point decreases in Birmingham and Manchester, respectively. In contrast,
gentrifier areas increased in Birmingham and Nottingham by 6.0 and 6.3 percentage points, respectively.
This reduction in escalator areas (associated ith social mobility) and increase in gentrifier areas
(associated ith displacement) is perhaps a sign that the most deprived areas in the core cities have
attracted ealthier residents in recent years. This may have negative implications in relation to reduced
social mobility for the residents of deprived areas, ho may be forced to move to poorer neighbourhoods
as a result of ealthier incomers.
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Table 4: Percentage of LSOs in the eight core cities in each residential mobility
type in 2004 and 2015
Change in percentage points is indicated in bold and unclassified areas are excluded
Escalator (%)

Gentrifier (%)

Isolate (%)

2004 2015 Change 2004 2015 Change 2004

Transit (%)

2015 Change 2004

2015 Change

Birmingham 13.3

2.8

-10.4

3.7

9.7

6.0

27.6

30.8

3.2

8.9

9.9

1.0

Bristol

4.4

1.1

-3.2

2.8

1.9

-0.9

2.0

1.1

-0.8

18.3

25.1

6.8

Leeds

5.3

2.1

-3.2

2.3

5.2

2.9

12.6

12.9

0.3

10.3

10.0

-0.3

Liverpool

7.2

2.0

-5.2

4.8

5.0

0.2

54.0

42.6

-11.3

4.8

10.1

5.3

Manchester

11.2

4.6

-6.6

7.7

5.0

-2.8

37.1

33.0

-4.1

14.3

15.6

1.3

Necastle
upon Tyne

8.1

5.1

-2.9

6.4

6.3

-0.1

17.9

2.3

-15.6

10.4

21.1

10.7

Nottingham 10.8

7.1

-3.7

9.1

15.4

6.3

24.4

21.4

-3.0

19.9

15.9

-4.0

Sheffield

4.6

-1.3

2.4

5.2

2.9

15.3

11.0

-4.3

11.5

12.5

1.0

5.9

Focusing on individual cities, Birmingham and Leeds sho similar patterns of change since 2004 ith a
decrease in the proportion of escalator areas, the majority of them becoming isolates as shon in Figures
20 and 21. For both cities this is the biggest change type (by proportion). They also both see a relatively
high proportion of areas moving from the isolate to the gentrifier category. In Leeds, the areas that ere
gentrifiers in 2004 are no all in a different category, suggesting this process has been completed in
some areas. The fact that the proportion of gentrifiers is greater in 2015 suggests it has started in
others.

Figure 20: 2015 residential mobility typology for Birmingham compared ith 2004
typology (using approximated values to account for boundary changes)
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Figure 21: 2015 residential mobility typology for Leeds compared ith 2004
typology (using approximated values to account for boundary changes)

Bristol and Necastle see particularly notable increases in the number of areas that are identified as
transits. Bristol as dominated by transit areas in the 2004 typology and has seen their number increase
further in 2015 (see Figure 22). This increase has come mainly from areas that had previously not been
in the most deprived 20 per cent (N_ on Figure 22) and those that had previously been classed as
escalators.

Figure 22: 2015 residential mobility typology for Bristol compared ith 2004
typology (using approximated values to account for boundary changes)

Necastle has also seen a big increase in the proportion of areas classed as transits, although in
Necastle the change has been from all types in similar proportions. This rise has been countered by a
dramatic decrease in the number of isolate areas identified in Necastle (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23: 2015 residential mobility typology for Necastle upon Tyne compared
ith 2004 typology (using approximated values to account for boundary changes)

Ho should e interpret these changes?
The results above sho that in many areas the composition of deprived areas as significantly affected
by residential mobility. For example, Table 3 shos that beteen 2004 and 2015 in England the
percentage of isolate areas dropped from 31.2 per cent to 26.3 per cent and in Liverpool and Necastle
by 11.3 per cent and 15.6 per cent respectively (Table 4). This may appear to be a positive change, but e
interpret it rather differently. Given that a decline in isolate areas is accompanied – nationally and locally
– ith a big increase in transits (38.8 per cent to 52.5 per cent for England), this suggests that some of
the most deprived areas in 2004 have since become home to a significant number of residents from less
deprived areas, ith ne-build flats on bronfield land hosting shorter-term, ealthier residents
alongside existing, more deprived residents (in line ith the transit type).
If the typology ere to be constructed on an annual basis, these areas may have been identified at one
time as gentrifiers, but by 2015 they are classified as transits. nother notable trend from Table 3 and
Table 4 is the big decline in escalator areas. This may indicate that by 2015 there as less progression up
and through the housing market from the country’s most deprived areas, possibly as a direct result of a
decade of house price inflation. gain, hoever, such a conclusion requires further investigation at the
local level, even if it seems entirely plausible. In Section 5 e therefore provide further analysis on the
characteristics of these areas. The point here is that the typology provides a snapshot vie of patterns of
connection at a single point in time rather than an explanatory frameork for ho and hy
neighbourhoods change as a result of residential mobility.

Conclusions
The purpose of the in-depth analysis in this section as to shed more light on the functional roles
deprived neighbourhoods play in relation to shaping the characteristics of local areas. s others have
shon (e.g. Bailey and Livingston, 2008) the variety of residential moves, and the characteristics of those
moving in and out, can have a significant impact on both origin and destination areas so understanding
the nature and volume of movements is important. One obvious case here this happens is in gentrifying
areas and another is in areas that may suffer from long-term lo demand or abandonment, as seen in
the north of England in the 1990s (Cameron, 2006).
More recent research by Hincks (2015) has identified the divergent pathays of change that deprived
neighbourhoods may take as they change over time. In fact, Hincks identified 260 different transition
pathays folloed by neighbourhoods in the Greater Manchester City Region beteen 2001 and 2010.
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lthough e restrict our analysis to four types here, the important point is that deprived neighbourhoods
are very much not all the same and as such any policies hich seek to improve the fortunes of their
residents must be sensitive to that. e examine this proposition in more detail in Section 5.
Using deprivation indices provides a useful initial framing of the characteristics of a neighbourhood but,
e think, only a partial understanding of the important housing and labour market connections and
disconnections that really matter. It does not tell us anything about the everyday experiences of
individuals in the nation’s most deprived areas, or about the life chances of people living there. e
highlight four key points about the typology and hat e believe it says about the nature of deprived
areas across the UK.
•

First, from a practical point of vie, it ould appear that expanding the typology to cover the hole
UK based on the four different deprivation indices has significant value in helping distinguish
beteen different kinds of deprived area. The composition of the typology is almost identical for
England and Northern Ireland, and very similar for Scotland. The results for ales, as discussed
above, are markedly different in that the proportion of transits is much higher. This is an indication
that the typology is sensitive to contexts here the spatial distribution of deprivation is more
dispersed (as in ales) and the range of possible moves into or out of the most deprived
neighbourhoods is more limited. In particular, e believe it highlights the importance of job proximity
and accessibility in the more deprived parts of the South ales Valleys. In terms of understanding
neighbourhood connection and disconnection, therefore, this approach is very helpful.

•

Second, the neighbourhood residential mobility typology approach also highlights the fact that
localities matter. t the national level, ales is different in this respect but more locally it is clear that
some cities have a very different composition to the national pattern, ith clusters of deprived areas
that have little functional connection to less deprived areas hen it comes to residential mobility.
This is particularly true in cities like Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Belfast and Glasgo, here
the largest single category of deprived areas are isolates, indicating that a significant proportion of
deprived areas in these cities predominantly connect ith the most deprived locations, ith limited
moves into or out of less deprived neighbourhoods. This is in itself not necessarily a problem, but it
does indicate a level of residential disconnection potentially indicative of some neighbourhoods being
functionally disconnected in terms of residential moves to less deprived areas.

•

Third, e note that overall the proportion of areas in the transit category has increased significantly,
from 38.8 per cent in 2004 to 52.8 per cent in 2015. The proportion of gentrifiers during the same
period increased from 8.0 per cent to 12.2 per cent. One potential explanation for the groth in
transits is the development of housing marketed at students and young professionals ho typically
dip in and out of these neighbourhoods for relatively short periods. It seems plausible to suggest that
the groth of gentrifier areas is indicative of the encroachment of the housing market into more
affordable areas hich residents of less deprived areas ould not previously have considered moving
to. This can, of course, lead to displacement of local, long-term residents and have a destabilising
effect on local communities.

•

Fourth, e note here the utility of taking a longitudinal approach to understanding the
neighbourhood typology. lthough this as only possible for England, it alloed us to identify a rise
in the relative proportion of transits beteen 2004 and 2015. This could very ell be related to an
increase in ne-build flats in more deprived areas occupied for relatively short periods by students
and young professionals. Such developments can be seen close to major English universities in cities
such as Leeds, Manchester and Sheffield. e also see in some cities, such as Necastle, a proportion
of the most deprived category (isolates) becoming gentrifiers. This is consistent ith the ‘return to
the city’ phenomenon (Rae, 2013) of the Ne Labour years, hen the major English cities turned
around decades of population loss through a series of high profile regeneration initiatives.

The relative attractiveness – or otherise – of individual areas can tell us about their relative place
ithin cities, regardless of the volume of flos. Furthermore, it can also help pinpoint those areas here
social mobility seems more likely (e.g. escalator areas), or less likely (e.g. isolate areas). If the majority of
moves into a deprived neighbourhood are from a less deprived area and to a more or similarly deprived
area, this ould be consistent ith processes of gentrification, as discussed above. On the other hand,
deprived areas hich sho very little interaction ith less deprived areas may suffer from the kind of
‘residualisation’ of poverty, here the poor remain poor and become relatively poorer over time (see
Lupton, 2003). For this reason, e vie isolate areas as being particularly important from a policy
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perspective. But housing is only one part of the story. Often, the fortunes of individuals are closely
related to employment opportunities in their local labour and regional labour market. The extent to hich
residents in more deprived areas can access, and participate in, the labour market is therefore a critical
factor in understanding hy some areas do not seem to benefit from periods of sustained urban
economic groth, as described by Lee et al. (2014) in their evidence revie. Section 4 explores this
subject in more depth, through the development of an entirely ne travel-to-ork typology hich seeks
to shed light on the extent to hich deprived neighbourhoods are connected ith their ider labour
market areas in relation to the geography of employment.
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4 Travel to ork and deprived
neighbourhoods
Key messages
•
•
•
•

Deprived neighbourhoods vary idely in relation to their labour market links, ith some areas
functionally disconnected.
The geography of employment of a given city region may represent a significant challenge to the
residents of deprived neighbourhoods: this may represent evidence of a spatial mismatch beteen
the location of jobs and people.
Many ell connected neighbourhoods remain highly deprived, despite their proximity to employment
opportunities: this may suggest a skills mismatch beteen jobs and local residents.
In many of the country’s most deprived areas, people do not travel very far for ork.

The geography of employment and deprived areas
In the previous section e presented a detailed account of the variety of patterns associated ith
residential mobility at the neighbourhood level across the UK, updating and extending previous ork by
Robson et al. (2009). This provides a useful basis for understanding the functional characteristics of
individual areas, and the roles they play ithin their ider city regions. But of course residential mobility is
only part of the story since it is inextricably linked to the geography of travel to ork, as Hincks (2010)
has demonstrated. e therefore also need greater knoledge of the types of travel patterns associated
ith the most deprived neighbourhoods if e are to understand more about the challenges they face.
Put simply, to get more people from deprived areas into jobs, e either need to move people to jobs, or
e need to create jobs near to here people live (or a combination of both). In this respect, to
phenomena from the academic and policy literature are relevant.
The first is spatial mismatch, hich relates to a mismatch beteen the geography of labour supply and
demand ithin a metropolitan labour market (Holzer, 1991; Houston, 2005). More jobs and better jobs
are of course a necessity if residents of deprived neighbourhoods are to benefit from economic groth
at the city level, but they need to be accessible. In some cities, such as Glasgo, many poorer areas are on
the periphery of the city, some distance from major employment zones. In others, such as Liverpool,
there are significant concentrations of deprived areas near major employment zones. Therefore, the
geography of employment and the geography of deprivation ithin an urban area are important,
particularly hen the evidence has shon that unless ne jobs are ithin about five kilometres of
unemployment blackspots, their residents are unlikely to get a significant share of them (ebster, 1999).
The second critical factor in linking residents of more deprived neighbourhoods to ider economic uplift
relates to skills. s Houston (2005) and others have shon, the notion of employability in contemporary
labour markets has its basis in the concept of the existence (or lack) of a skills mismatch, hereby the
skills of the unemployed do not match the needs of employers. Therefore, even if there are plenty of jobs
ithin or near the most deprived neighbourhoods, lack of necessary skills can serve as a barrier to
employment and, in turn, prevent individuals and neighbourhoods benefitting from – and contributing to
– ider economic groth.
In this study e sought to understand the extent to hich these to phenomena might play out across
the most deprived neighbourhoods of the United Kingdom. Taking spatial and skills mismatch as our
conceptual foundation, e have developed a ne neighbourhood typology for the labour market hich
sheds light on these issues.
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Understanding travel to ork and deprived
neighbourhoods
The 2011 census provides detailed origin-destination data on orkplace travel flos. This alloed us to
look more closely at the orkplace destinations of residents in deprived areas. This can help us assess
labour market disconnection and, potentially, here ork related policy interventions should be targeted.
ith a large, complex origin-destination travel-to-ork dataset such as that provided by the 2011
census it can be difficult to understand the complex connections of flos into and out of deprived
neighbourhoods and, in turn, discern hich areas are ell connected and hich are not, so in this sense a
conceptually simple typology is useful. e developed a travel-to-ork typology for the 20 per cent most
deprived areas as defined by the most recent deprivation indices in use across the UK (IMD2015 in
England, NIMDM10 in Northern Ireland, SIMD2012 in Scotland and IMD2014 in ales). The typology
is calculated individually for each nation and is based on three separate parameters:
1.

The ratio of jobs to residents (are there more jobs than people?).

2.

The distance beteen residence and orkplace (ho far do people travel to ork?).

3.

The number of different destinations travelled to (is there a ide variety of employment
destinations?).

The typology uses the first of these parameters to classify an area (LSOs in England and ales, SOs in
Northern Ireland and data zones in Scotland) by a basic employment vs. residence characteristic. here
the number of jobs in an area is greater than the number of orkers (measured as the number of
residents hose orkflo originates in that area), the area is deemed to be an employment area and is
termed a primary employment zone; this is the first type and indicates an area that is a significant
source of employment. This indicator is very similar to the jobs density measure developed previously by
the Office for National Statistics (Hastings, 2003) and gives an indication of here the major local
employment centres are.  further sub-type (lo local orkers) is defined using the proximity ratio
defined belo, hich indicates employment areas here a relatively high number of local residents travel
more than 5 km to ork. This may indicate more limited opportunities for local residents or better access
to opportunities further afield. Either ay, e use it here to distinguish beteen areas of high
employment here local residents are less likely to be employed.
here the number of jobs is less than the number of orking residents (outgoing orkers) the area is
deemed to be a residential area. This group is then further classified based on the remaining to
measures. The second measure, the proximity ratio, looks at the ratio of orkers travelling less than 5 km
to ork to those commuting more than 5 km to ork, folloing ebster (1999). This is a relatively short
distance, but in the most deprived locations job proximity can have a significant impact on unemployment
rates (Immergluck, 1998). Straight-line distance as measured beteen the population eighted centre
of the area of residence and the area of employment.
The third measure, links per orker, is simply the number of distinct destination areas divided by the
number of orkers originating from that area. This provides a measure of the geographical diversity of
employment opportunities associated ith individual neighbourhoods.  higher links per orker value is
generally associated ith a loer level of deprivation (see Section 5) and e use it here as a kind of proxy
for deprived neighbourhood connectivity, given the traditionally limited commuting horizons of residents
in deprived areas (ebster, 1999). If e ant to connect people to jobs, then understanding here
travel-to-ork links are limited may help identify here, for example, improved transport ould help.
Using these to measures, each area is then characterised by hether it is lo or high relative to the
average value across the most deprived 20 per cent of areas in each part of the UK. e then
characterise each area based on these values as shon in Table 5 and Figure 24. n area that has a high
proximity ratio (more people orking close to home) and high links per orker is described as a
connected core. These areas are typically close to urban centres and are likely to be close to numerous
employment opportunities and transport options.
here the proximity ratio is high and the links per orker is lo, the area is called a disconnected core.
These areas may be close to employment opportunities but less able to exploit them, perhaps suggesting
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areas of here skills mismatch is an issue. These areas may be ell connected internally, but given the
very small size of the areas e are looking at, their external disconnection is considered to be a barrier to
employment.
hen the proximity ratio is lo (more people travel more than 5 km to ork) and the links per orker is
high the area is described as a connected suburb. These areas are generally more peripheral to city
centres so orkers tend to travel further to employment opportunities but are still able to exploit a ider
range of ork options.
If the proximity ratio is lo and the links per orker measure is lo
then e call it a disconnected suburb. Here the residents travel further to employment but also to a less
varied range of orkplaces. This ill be an indicator of areas more likely to be suffering a spatial
mismatch. These areas are suburbs in the sense that they are typically on the periphery of the urban area,
rather than hat one might typically think of as a leafy, more prosperous urban area.

Table 5: Definition of travel-to-ork typology
Travel-to-ork
typology
Primary employment
zone
Lo local orkers

rea group

Proximity ratio
(those ho ork less
than 5 km aay)
-

Employment area more
jobs than orkers

Links per orker
(measure of variety of
orkplaces travelled to)
-

<50% (less than 50% of
orkers ork ithin 5
km)

Connected core

High (more people ork
ithin 5 km)

High (ide variety of
orkplaces)

Disconnected core

High (more people ork
ithin 5 km)

Lo (limited variety of
orkplaces)

Lo (more people travel
more than 5 km to
ork)

High (ide variety of
orkplaces)

Lo (more people travel
more than 5 km to
ork)

Lo (limited variety of
orkplaces)

Connected suburb

Disconnected suburb

Residential area
more orkers than jobs

e use the links per orker measure here as a proxy for spatial labour market connectivity, since
previous research has demonstrated the importance of transport links in deprived areas (e.g. Immergluck,
1998; Lucas et al., 2008) and the more limited travel-to-ork horizons of residents of deprived areas.
Our analysis in Section 5 confirms this, and shos that this form of disconnection is associated ith
higher levels of deprivation.
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Figure 24: Travel-to-ork typology
Black arros indicate outard flos to orkplaces, grey arros indicate inard flos to orkplaces

In contrast to the residential typology, the travel-to-ork typology has a strong geographical element
ith the implicit inclusion of distance. In conjunction ith the residential typology, then, it should provide
a poerful tool to further tease out some of the barriers to inclusion in the orkforce. e frame it here
in relation to potential skills mismatch (a labour supply and demand issue) and spatial mismatch (a
‘geography of jobs’ issue) oing to the longstanding nature of these issues in more deprived
neighbourhoods (e.g. Houston, 2005). Hoever, e must note here that to identify the true nature of
these issues in individual areas, further local analyses are needed.
pplying the typology to each of the four nations shos a similar distribution in each nation (Figure 25).
The biggest variation is in the ratio of connected to disconnected types; of the core areas in Northern
Ireland, a higher proportion are classed as connected than disconnected than in the other nations. ales
has a notably higher proportion of its suburb type areas defined as connected than the other nations.
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Figure 25: Composition of most deprived 20 per cent LSOs in terms of the travelto-ork typology based on EIMD 2015, NIMDM 2010, SIMD 2012* and IMD
2014 and orkflo data from the 2011 census**

*SIMD 2012 is reported on 2001 data zones so can only be used ith caution in conjunction ith 2011 census data. Results for
Scotland should be treated as indicative only.
** Unclassified areas have very diverse commuter flos, hich do not fit into any single category.

The key message here is that many of the UK’s most deprived areas are areas ith lots of jobs. In
Northern Ireland, for example, in nearly a third of the most deprived areas there are considerable
numbers of jobs. In Scotland, the figure is just under a quarter. hen e add in the inner urban ‘core’
areas (see Table 6), the proportion of ell-connected areas that are among each nation’s most deprived
quintile is more than 50 per cent. In England alone it is 60 per cent and in Northern Ireland it is 65 per
cent. Therefore, in most cases geographical proximity to employment opportunities in deprived areas
does not appear to be a significant problem. The question this then raises is hether local people are
given appropriate opportunities locally and hether there is a mismatch of skills to jobs in some places.

Table 6: Percentage of most deprived 20 per cent LSOs in each travel-to-ork
type
Connected
core (%)
England
Northern
Ireland
Scotland
ales

Disconnected
core (%)

Connected
suburb (%)

Disconnected
suburb (%)

Primary
employment
zone (%)

8.8

22.2

20.6

9.0

28.3

16.3

17.4

16.3

12.9

31.5

7.3
9.2

23.0
18.4

12.5
28.1

16.8
7.6

23.9
26.2

England
pplying the typology to the English core cities, e see considerable variation, as shon in Figure 26. t
opposite ends of the spectrum are Bristol, hich is mostly comprised of disconnected area types and
Birmingham hich is predominantly connected.
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Figure 26: Proportion of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent ithin each core
city’s local authority by 2015 travel-to-ork typology

Bristol has a relatively lo proportion (29 per cent) of LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent compared
ith the other core cities but still high compared ith the national figure (the median proportion of
LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent per local authority is 9.5 per cent). lmost all areas in Bristol are
defined under the travel-to-ork typology as disconnected suggesting a more limited variety of
orkplace options (see Figure 27). This could be due to accessibility limitations here transport links
restrict access to sources of employment. dditionally, Bristol is relatively isolated from other major
tons and cities hich may reduce the variety of orkplace opportunities available outside the local
authority itself. The dispersed geography of deprivation in Bristol, combined ith limited commuting
horizons of many people ithin more deprived neighbourhood, is also a factor here.
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Figure 27: Bristol, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most deprived 20
per cent LSOs nationally

In contrast, Birmingham is almost entirely connected under the travel-to-ork typology as seen in Figure
28. This is perhaps not surprising given that Birmingham is a much larger, flatter and ell-connected city
than Bristol. It is also situated centrally and surrounded by other significant tons and cities. Not only
does this iden the range of employment centres but it ill also lead to a ider potential netork of
accessibility and transport links.
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Figure 28: Birmingham, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most
deprived 20 per cent LSOs nationally

The other core cities sho more variation in their composition. Liverpool has a similar population size to
Bristol (473,000 and 442,000 to the nearest thousand, respectively (NOMIS, 2015) but includes areas
that are both connected and disconnected. The areas in the southern part of Liverpool, around Speke,
are mainly primary employment zones. Despite the proximity to these employment zones, the
neighbouring areas are, ith one exception, defined as suburbs (more people travel more than 5 km to
ork than the average for similarly deprived areas). This may suggest that employment opportunities for
local people are more limited in these areas and may be indicative of a skills mismatch and spatial
mismatch, though more localised analysis is needed to bear this out. The inner core of Liverpool around
the city centre contains a patchork of connected and disconnected core areas (Figure 29). It should be
noted that some areas may be classified as disconnected core here they are in close proximity to an
employment centre ith numerous employers ithin a single LSO. Thus, the reduced number of links
per orker in such cases may not fully reflect the absolute connectedness of the area. This can also be
seen in Figure 30, here e sho a smaller scale map for Greater London.
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Figure 29: Liverpool, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most deprived
20 per cent LSOs nationally
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Figure 30: London, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most deprived 20
per cent LSOs nationally

Northern Ireland
The typology shos a higher proportion of deprived areas in Northern Ireland are classified as connected
core than in the other nations of the UK (16 per cent in Northern Ireland compared ith beteen about
8 per cent in the other nations). Looking at the composition across the local government districts (Figure
31) shos that these are concentrated in Belfast hile Derry and Strabane is primarily composed of
disconnected types. This is similar to the pattern seen, for example, in Bristol here employment centres
beyond the immediate city area may be limited resulting in higher proportions of the disconnected types.
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Figure 31: Proportion of SOs in Northern Ireland falling in the most deprived 20
per cent ithin each local government district by 2015 travel-to-ork typology

Belfast shos the pattern typical in most cities (Figure 32). The central area is dominated by primary
employment zones, ith core areas (both connected and disconnected) next to it. Connected and
disconnected suburbs both appear in the more peripheral areas along ith a fe primary employment
zones. These peripheral employment zones may indicate areas of decentralisation of employment
centres, particularly hen next to suburb type areas hich may indicate areas here opportunities for
residents ithout appropriate skills are limited.
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Figure 32: Belfast, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most deprived 20
per cent SOs nationally

Scotland
pplying the travel-to-ork typology across Scotland reveals quite ide variation (Figure 33). In general,
most areas sho high proportions of disconnected data zones ith the exception of Stirling here the
composition of areas is made up of connected core and connected suburb. Hoever, it should be noted
that Stirling is a relatively small area ith a high rural component and a lo overall proportion of deprived
areas, reflecting the small numbers of deprived areas ithin it. In cities outside the central belt, like
berdeen and Dundee, e see high proportions of ‘disconnected core’ data zones reflecting the more
limited variety of employment opportunities ithin smaller cities more generally. This is another reminder
of the importance of geography. Even if e do have more jobs and better jobs, their spatial distribution
clearly matters. The lo incidence of ‘suburb’ types indicates that, unlike the areas surrounding Glasgo,
for example, opportunities in the ider area are also limited (Figure 34).
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Figure 33: Proportion of data zones in Scotland falling in the most deprived 20 per
cent ithin each local authority by 2015 travel-to-ork typology
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Figure 34: Glasgo, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most deprived 20
per cent data zones nationally

ales

s outlined in Section 3, ales differs from the other nations of the UK in the location of its most
deprived neighbourhoods. Unlike the other countries, the most deprived areas of ales according to the
IMD 2014 are less strongly associated ith the major cities of Cardiff and Sansea but instead ith
the valleys of South ales (see Figures 35 and 36). These areas see high proportions of areas classified
as suburb types indicating the residents tend to travel more than five kilometres to ork. This may be an
underestimate given that the straight-line measures of distance used in this analysis ill not reflect all the
geographical constraints of the area but, nonetheless, it provides a useful measure of job proximity.
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Figure 35: Proportion of LSOs in ales falling in the most deprived 20 per cent
ithin each local authority by 2015 travel-to-ork typology
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Figure 36: Cardiff City Region, shoing the travel-to-ork typology for the most
deprived 20 per cent LSOs nationally

Conclusions
The travel-to-ork typology is more influenced by geography than the residential mobility typology. This
is to be expected, since the location of employment centres are relatively fixed, hile residential mobility
can be more fluid ithin and beteen neighbourhoods, bearing in mind the constraints discussed
previously. s one ould expect, our research clearly shos that larger cities have a greater potential in
terms of variety of employment locations, as demonstrated, for example, by the higher degree of
connected areas in Belfast compared ith Derry, or Glasgo compared ith Dundee.
The typology as calculated individually for each nation so a connected area in one part of the UK cannot
be directly compared to a similar one in another part of the country. e can, hoever, make
comparisons of the overall distribution and composition. For example, the local authority areas of
Birmingham and Stirling both sho very high proportions of connected areas among their most deprived
areas. Birmingham is the second largest city in England ith just over 1 million residents and a high
proportion of areas among the most deprived 20 per cent nationally, hile Stirling is one of the smaller
council areas in Scotland ith 92,000 residents (ONS, 2015) and a lo proportion of areas in the most
deprived nationally (but note that the small number of deprived areas in Stirling may affect the
comparison). hat both areas have in common is a central location ith neighbouring large cities and
tons as ell as being on the interchange of both road and rail netorks. This helps emphasise the
importance of ider geographical context in the derivation of the typology.
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In the next section, e bring together the results of the to typologies to provide a basis for a kind of
typology matrix approach to understanding the different challenges that exist in deprived areas across
the UK. e end this section by highlighting to particularly important points in relation to connecting
groth and poverty reduction in urban areas.
•

First, hile e concur ith the ‘more jobs, better jobs’ mantra and the need to move to a high age,
lo elfare urban labour market (Centre for Cities, 2016), e also think too little attention has been
paid to the micro-geographies of labour market connection and disconnection ithin city regions.
lso, it is clear that job quality matters and that all jobs are not equal. So, even deprived areas ith
higher levels of employment may not fully reap the benefits of ider city-regional groth unless job
quality is taken into consideration from a policy point of vie. Our research has demonstrated that
this is a complex topic and that in this respect there are some very important differences beteen
deprived areas. This can be summed up quite simply in the phrase ‘geography matters’. e ould add
to this, given the analysis above, to say that it matters but it is by no means the only important factor.
In some areas of the country and some parts of cities, it also represents a significant challenge, oing
to the geography of deprivation.

•

The second learning point from the analysis is that local spatial context is once again a key
contributing factor in relation to hether some areas are ell placed to benefit from employment
opportunities locally or ithin the ider metropolitan area. s ebster (1999) and others have
demonstrated, the travel-to-ork horizons of residents in deprived neighbourhoods are much
narroer than those in more affluent areas. If there is employment groth ithin city regions, then
understanding the complex patchork of labour market connectivity is critical to capturing that
groth and its benefits in deprived neighbourhoods.
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5 Understanding disconnection
Key messages
•
•
•

Using residential and employment typologies in combination, e can gain a deeper understanding of
disconnection at the local level, and identify areas hich appear to be ‘doubly disconnected’.
e identify hat appears to be a ‘residualisation’ effect over time, here the most deprived areas
see their poverty rates increase, particularly if they become gentrified.
This counter-intuitive ‘gentrification ith residualisation’ effect may occur in small areas hich are
becoming increasingly polarised beteen rich and poor.

 more nuanced understanding of deprived areas
In Section 2 e discussed the rather fragmented nature and modest results of urban policy intervention.
In one sense, this can be vieed as indicative of the scale of the problem and its structural rather than
local causes. On the other hand, e think the history of urban policy also demonstrates that there has
been a lack of nuance in relation to both problem definition (Matthes, 2010) and geographical scale
(Rae, 2011). Therefore, our approach in Sections 3 and 4 as aimed at shedding more light on the extent
to hich the most deprived neighbourhoods across the UK are functionally disconnected from their
ider labour and housing markets. The evidence suggests that things are highly variable in this regard but
also that – clearly – different challenges exist in different places. e believe local stakeholders are best
placed to judge this. This as confirmed during the extensive policy consultation phase of the ork,
reported in Section 6. e no bring these elements together to provide a frameork for discussing
evidence-based policy proposals in Section 7. Belo e use a combined housing and labour market
matrix to explore the existence of 20 different possible areas types.

 matrix of connection and disconnection
Having derived and updated the fourfold residential mobility typology for each part of the UK, in addition
to a ne fivefold travel-to-ork typology, e then explored the relationships beteen area types in a
4x5 matrix. This allos us to understand, for example, here a more isolated neighbourhood also suffers
from a high degree of functional labour market disconnection (i.e. an isolate disconnected suburb in our
typologies). e refer to this as ‘double disconnection’. It also allos us to identify areas that might be
particularly attractive to shorter term, more affluent residents hich are also ell connected in labour
market terms (i.e. transit connected suburb). There are a total of 20 different permutations in the
housing-labour market matrix, each of hich has different implications for hat e might do about it.
These matrices are no presented in a series of tables; one for each part of the UK, ith the four
residential mobility types in columns and the travel-to-ork types in ros.
s e sa in Section 3, the single biggest category of areas falls into the transit type in terms of
residential mobility, ith a significantly higher proportion of these areas in ales, compared ith the rest
of the UK. For the travel-to-ork typology, the primary employment zone type is the largest single
category across the UK. hat e can see from Table 7, for England, is that those areas identified as
isolates from a residential mobility perspective fall into each of the five different travel-to-ork types, to
varying degrees. The largest single group here is isolate primary employment zone, suggesting that hile
many of these most deprived areas might be functionally disconnected from their ider housing market
area, they are at least geographically close to employment opportunities. On the other hand, 1.4 per cent
of isolates are also disconnected suburbs, here residents mostly move to and from similarly deprived
areas and are much further from employment opportunities. This may only account for 91 LSOs in
England, but it provides a much more nuanced ay of understanding the functional role of
neighbourhoods in a time of very limited resources, as noted in Section 5. Therefore, it may prove to be a
particularly useful policy targeting tool.
Northern Ireland, in Table 7B has similar percentage figures to England, but in the isolate category, 10.1
per cent of areas are classified as connected core. This may indicate that in the most deprived areas of
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Northern Ireland it is skills (or the availability of suitable jobs) hich serves as a barrier to employment.
reas hich act as stepping stones up the housing market (escalators) account for a much loer
proportion of deprived areas in Northern Ireland, ith none at all in the connected suburb category and
one each being a disconnected core or a disconnected suburb.

Table 7: The percentage of the most deprived 20 per cent areas in each residential
and travel-to-ork typology combination for each country
The most common combination for each residential type is highlighted in bold, although note that
in some cases the differences may not be large.

7: England
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

0.5

1.1

4.0

3.0

Disconnected core

1.5

2.6

4.8

13.0

Connected suburb

1.4

3.3

5.5

9.9

Disconnected suburb

0.7

0.9

1.4

5.8

Primary employment zone

2.1

2.7

7.0

16.1

7B: Northern Ireland
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

2.2

0.0

10.1

3.9

Disconnected core

0.6

3.4

6.7

6.7

Connected suburb

0.0

2.2

3.9

10.1

Disconnected suburb

0.6

1.7

1.1

9.0

Primary employment zone

2.8

3.4

6.7

18.0

Given the necessity to accurately identify need in a time of fiscal austerity, the implication of this
combined typology approach is that e might expect resources to be directed toards the most deprived
areas on the residential mobility typology (isolates), hich also sho signs of being functionally
disconnected from the labour market (those in the disconnected categories in travel-to-ork terms).
That is, the doubly disconnected areas. In Scotland (Table 7C), the isolate-disconnected core category is
largest, ith 4.3 per cent of the most deprived 20 per cent. This translates to 56 data zones across
Scotland; a small but significant number. In these areas, there may be issues around skills mismatch, but
the data suggests there are also significant signs of spatial mismatch. This requires further localised
investigation but our analysis provides, at the very least, a frameork for doing so. These numbers may
not seem large, but in the context of fiscal austerity it could provide a useful tool for local and national
agencies in identifying here resources might most usefully be focused.
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7C: Scotland
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

0.5

1.4

1.5

4.0

Disconnected core

2.4

2.2

4.3

14.1

Connected suburb

1.8

2.6

2.3

5.8

Disconnected suburb

2.2

3.2

3.2

8.1

Primary employment zone

2.6

3.6

4.2

13.5

In ales (Table 7D) connected suburb is the largest single category across gentrifier and isolate areas,
suggesting that geographical proximity has different implications in deprived areas than in Scotland, for
example. Further consultation ith local authorities on these patterns is important, but these areas may
need further investment in skills and training if residents are to benefit from the full range of
employment opportunities available locally.

7D: ales
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

1.6

1.6

0.5

5.2

Disconnected core

0.8

2.1

0.5

14.7

Connected suburb

1.3

3.4

2.9

19.9

Disconnected suburb

0.5

0.5

0.5

5.5

Primary employment zone

1.8

0.5

1.0

22.8

Ho do the areas differ?
Having combined the to typologies in this fashion, and having established that it could be a useful ay
of understanding disconnection in an urban context, e then examined the areas ith respect to a
number of different indicators. In Table 8 e calculated the average deprivation score across all 20 area
types (here a higher score means more deprived) for England, Northern Ireland and Scotland. Individual
deprivation scores for the elsh Index of Multiple Deprivation 2014 are not published so e could not
repeat the analysis for ales.
In Table 8 e see four of the five highest deprivation scores in the isolate category. This matches the
results reported by Robson et al. (2008) and also makes sense hen e think of the housing
residualisation effect reported by orkshop participants in Section 6 and in previous research on high
poverty areas (e.g. Lupton, 2003). The loest deprivation scores are generally for connected suburbs, but
it is interesting to note that in deprived areas classified as primary employment zones, there are many
high deprivation scores. Once again, this suggests a need to address skills and training provision in more
deprived areas here geography does not seem to serve as a barrier to employment.

Table 8: Deprivation by combined typology
8: Mean IMD score for 20 per cent most deprived LSOs in England
reas highlighted in bold have a higher mean IMD score than the average of the most deprived 20
.
per cent areas The mean IMD score for the most deprived 20 per cent of LSOs in England is
47.3. Note that IMD score is on a scale from lo (0.48) to high (92.6) here lo is less deprived.
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Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

48.9

52.4

51.7

46.9

Disconnected core

47.7

47.1

52.3

46.2

Connected suburb

44.5

44.5

45.3

43.6

Disconnected suburb

43.9

46.2

46.9

44.4

Primary employment zone

50.9

50.0

52.5

47.1

For Northern Ireland, the highest deprivation scores by far are found in isolate areas in connected core
and primary employment zone areas. Unlike in England, the loest deprivation scores here are found in
the disconnected suburb category, suggesting a loer degree of connection is not necessarily linked to a
higher deprivation score. In fact, in Northern Ireland, it is the connected suburb areas hich have higher
than average deprivation scores, particularly in areas classified as isolates, as in Table 8B.

8B: NIMDM 2010 by SO
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

41.183

-

61.866

49.250

Disconnected core

37.400

44.318

49.280

47.585

Connected suburb

-

48.665

55.484

40.688

Disconnected suburb

36.890

36.093

43.935

37.618

Primary employment zone

45.858

51.075

61.741

45.561

In Scotland, as in England and Northern Ireland, isolate areas tend to have higher than average
deprivation scores, no matter hich travel-to-ork typology category they fit ithin. The exception to
this is in the disconnected suburb hich, as in Northern Ireland, has the loest deprivation scores across
the board. Interestingly, the highest average deprivation score by category in Scotland is in areas
identified as escalator connected core. Hoever, this represents a very small proportion of all data zones
in Scotland (Table 8C) so should be treated as something of an anomaly here. These results can be seen
in full in Table 8C.

8C: SIMD 2014 by Data Zone
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

60.267

52.751

54.821

55.276

Disconnected core

47.949

46.248

50.038

48.207

Connected suburb

50.279

44.898

49.753

46.059

Disconnected suburb

42.939

45.821

45.998

47.018

Primary employment zone

52.231

51.490

54.392

48.396
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The employment domain of the Indices of Deprivation 2015 provides a good separate measure of
orklessness at a local level. It is one of to domains (along ith the income domain) hich measure a
proportion and it reports the percentage of the orking-age population ho ould like to ork but are
unable to do so because of ‘unemployment, sickness or disability, or caring responsibilities’ (DCLG, 2015,
p.15). In Table 9, e see that the highest single value (26.3 per cent) is classified as isolate disconnected
core and that of the 11 highest values, 8 are in isolate or disconnected types. Once again, the loest
values are to be found in areas classified as connected on the travel-to-ork typology. This helps
reaffirm the logic of the typology and provides a useful basis for suggesting different policy responses, as
e explain belo. It also builds upon the original typology-policy response approach proposed by Robson
et al. (2008) in their earlier ork.

Table 9: Mean score for the employment domain of the IMD for the 20 per cent
most deprived LSOs in England
reas highlighted in bold have a higher proportion of the orking-age population excluded from
the labour market than the average calculated for the most deprived 20 per cent of areas
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

23.7

25.9

25.1

22.5

Disconnected core

25.0

24.5

26.3

23.8

Connected suburb

22.8

22.3

22.3

22.0

Disconnected suburb

24.3

24.3

24.9

24.0

Primary employment zone

25.6

25.4

26.3

23.8

e also delved a little deeper into the underlying indicators from the indices of deprivation to
understand more about ho the combined typologies relate to skills at the local level. For this, e used
the adult skills sub-domain of the 2015 Indices of Deprivation in Table 10. This measures the lack of
qualifications in the resident orking-age adult population, here a higher score relates to poorer skills
in an area. Once again, above average scores are shon in bold text and e can see that the highest
values occur in isolate areas, in addition to both travel-to-ork typologies classified as disconnected.
Hoever, the highest value overall is found in the isolate connected core category.

Table 10: dult skills sub-domain (IMD 2015) by area type
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

0.433

0.491

0.514

0.397

Disconnected core

0.464

0.476

0.507

0.458

Connected suburb

0.418

0.431

0.441

0.407

Disconnected suburb

0.482

0.485

0.495

0.456

Primary employment zone

0.462

0.483

0.500

0.417

Finally, e attempted to identify ho this combined typology relates to local poverty rates. Therefore, e
have used the unadjusted means-tested benefits rate (UMBR) dataset, since it is a good proxy measure of
income poverty, it includes an element of in-ork related poverty and it gives a single rate for household
poverty for the years 2001–2013 based on 2011 small area geographies such as LSOs and data zones
(Fenton, 2015). UMBR covers the hole of Great Britain, so e are able to report values for England,
Northern Ireland and ales belo.
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The values in Tables 11 to 13 sho the proportion of households in the 20 per cent most deprived areas
ho claim means-tested benefits. In England, all connected core areas and all but one isolate area have
higher values. The highest value is found in the isolate connected core area type (52.7 per cent). In
Scotland and ales, the highest value is also found in an isolate connected core area (58.5 per cent and
55.3 per cent respectively). In all parts of the UK, most primary employment zones and all connected core
areas have higher than average poverty rates hen compared ith other areas in the 20 per cent most
deprived. This ould suggest that physical connection is not a mitigator of poverty in and of itself and,
consequently, that more could be done to help alleviate poverty.

Table 11: England – unadjusted means-tested benefits rate 2013
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

47.4%

50.6%

52.7%

44.9%

Disconnected core

44.4%

43.9%

49.2%

42.4%

Connected suburb

43.1%

43.1%

44.5%

42.3%

Disconnected suburb

41.5%

43.1%

44.9%

41.0%

Primary employment zone

47.1%

46.6%

51.2%

42.5%

Table 12: Scotland – unadjusted means-tested benefits rate 2013
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

56.8%

50.1%

58.5%

52.8%

Disconnected core

48.1%

47.6%

53.0%

45.3%

Connected suburb

50.7%

48.7%

49.1%

46.5%

Disconnected suburb

47.6%

48.0%

48.7%

46.3%

Primary employment zone

52.6%

49.8%

57.6%

45.1%

Table 13: ales – unadjusted means-tested benefits rate 2013
Residential typology

Travel-toork
typology

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

49.4%

48.5%

55.3%

52.6%

Disconnected core

47.2%

50.2%

41.6%

48.0%

Connected suburb

53.4%

54.2%

49.8%

50.3%

Disconnected suburb

44.5%

45.1%

46.2%

48.9%

Primary employment zone

49.4%

53.3%

45.7%

46.5%
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The foregoing analysis can be rather difficult to digest hen taken as a hole but the point can be stated
simply. reas hich are less ell connected to their ider housing markets typically have orse outcomes
than those hich are more connected. Furthermore, and somehat counter-intuitively, it also appears
that in deprived areas ith lots of jobs (primary employment zones) there are higher levels of benefit
claims and overall deprivation. In addition, it ould also appear that areas hich are ell connected in
labour market terms often have similarly poor outcomes.

The residualisation of poverty?
There are limited datasets available that allo us to consistently track changes in poverty-related
measures over time. This is due to changes in boundaries, in terms of statistical units and administrative
regions, and to government policy changes affecting the availability, definition and administration of
poverty-related measures and data. Nonetheless, e have attempted here to go beyond these data
difficulties in order to understand the extent to hich poverty might become more concentrated, or
residualised, in certain areas over time. Here, as above, e use the UMBR dataset.
This dataset allos us to look at ho this underlying measure of poverty has changed over time and ho
this relates to the residential typology. (Because the travel-to-ork typology as developed for the first
time here, e do not have previous time points to compare it to).
In Table 14 e sho the mean percentage point change in poverty beteen 2003 and 2013 based on
the residential typology from 2004 and 2015. e use 2003 and 2013 data points because this most
closely matches the time period of the indicators used in the 2004 and 2015 indices of deprivation.
The results sho that areas that ere identified as an escalator in 2004 and an isolate in 2015 had an
average percentage point increase in their UMBR rate of 3.7, indicating an increase in the poverty rate
for areas that changed from an escalator to an isolate (Table 14, first ro, third column). cross all LSOs
there as an overall increase in the UMBR rate of 2.7 percentage points. In Table 14 e highlight in bold
those areas hose percentage point change as higher ith respect to the national change (2.7
percentage points).

Table 14: Change in UMBR rate (in percentage points) beteen 2003 and 2013
reas in bold have a higher than average increase in their UMBR rate indicating an increase in the
underlying poverty measure.
Residential typology 2015

Not in most
deprived 20%
in 2015

Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Escalator

2.9

4.8

3.7

2.4

-2.1

Gentrifier
Residential
typology 2004 Isolate

-0.3

5.9

3.8

2.1

-4.6

3.1

4.6

3.3

2.6

-2.7

0.9

3.1

2.5

2.5

-5.0

8.0

6.4

6.9

6.5

2.7

Transit
Not in most deprived 20% in
2004

s you ould expect, areas that moved into the most deprived 20 per cent by 2015 (as indicated by
those areas in the bottom ro of Table 14 that did not have a typology classification in 2004 but did
have one in 2015), there is a clear increase in the poverty rate. Conversely, areas that moved out of the
most deprived 20 per cent (as indicated by those areas in the final column of Table 14 that had a
typology classification in 2004 but not in 2015) all shoed a clear decrease in the mean UMBR rate.
It should be noted that hile the UMBR data provides a useful consistent measure across England, ales
and Scotland it does not cover Northern Ireland and its use comes ith some caveats. The UMBR rate is
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determined by the number of claimants of Jobseeker’s lloance, Income Support, Employment and
Support lloance and Pension Credit Guarantee Element as a proportion of households. The inclusion
of Pension Credit benefits in the poverty rate calculation may affect our analysis given one might expect
recipients to be geographically clustered. It also may not fully capture in-ork poverty or the effects on
poverty rates of high housing costs. ith these points in mind it still provides a very useful measure that
allos us to pinpoint potential residualisation of poverty, particularly in certain types of areas.
The evidence here points toards a residualisation of poverty in the most deprived areas, particularly in
isolates and gentrifiers. The latter is perhaps surprising since it suggests that despite the arrival of
incomers from less deprived areas, local poverty rates are still increasing. This may therefore be indicative
of an emerging trend of a fracturing of local areas, in hich existing long-term, poorer residents live next
door to ealthy incomers. The effect of this may be that more poverty ends up being ‘hidden’ as a result
of ‘improved’ local indicators of deprivation hen in fact it is simply a statistical averaging effect of rich
and poor living side by side.

Conclusions
ll of the above does, of course, raise the vexed question of hat e might do ith this information, and
ho it helps already stretched local authorities and national government. e think it does this in three
ays.
•

First, it provides a robust, field-tested frameork for demonstrating that deprived areas across the
UK can be very different ith respect to their housing and labour market characteristics – and their
local poverty rates. e have seen that this can vary greatly at the national level (e.g. ales) but also
that it varies considerably at city-regional and local levels (e.g. Glasgo). The message here is that the
national, local and regional contexts matter greatly and that broad-brush, top-don national
interventions have too often got this rong in the past. Or, at the very least, have not been
sufficiently nuanced.

•

Second, e think our approach provides a useful micro-level geography of housing and labour
market interaction hich local agencies can use as a targeting tool for policy intervention,
particularly for areas shoing signs of ‘double disconnection’. e do not suggest that this is the only
appropriate tool, but e do think it adds value in an age of depleted budgets and limited local
analytical capacities. Understanding hich areas might need to address skills shortages, hich might
need to address access constraints and hich areas appear to need less intervention is no more
critical than ever, to ensure that limited resources have the maximum impact. s this section has
demonstrated, the existence of jobs near deprived areas is no guarantee of poverty alleviation.

•

Third, e think that national and local government might be able to design and develop policies using
our matrix approach as a frame of reference. This is more fully explored in Section 7, here e
identify a number of different possible policy responses based on the challenges e have identified in
different areas. Clearly, this vie is at odds ith current government plans to regenerate ‘sink
estates’ in England, but the messages from at least 40 years of urban policy practice and research
(Section 2) are clear: broad-brush, top-don approaches to urban intervention are, at best,
marginally successful but more often than not they serve to displace communities, unsettle local
residents and have little long-term impact on the life chances of the original residents of the areas
they seek to target.
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6 Policy and practice
Key messages
•
•
•

Neighbourhood disconnection as seen to be a longstanding problem hich is difficult to solve.
Housing allocation policies in the social rented sector ere seen to be a key driver of neighbourhood
disconnection and deprivation.
Despite a challenging fiscal environment, e found evidence of innovative practice in many UK cities,
including Edinburgh, Glasgo, Sheffield and Birmingham.

Introduction
This section presents findings from an extensive consultation exercise involving orkshops and
intervies ith key stakeholders across the ten members of the Core Cities Group, plus Edinburgh and
London.  series of policy orkshops ere conducted in each area and typically involved participants
from housing, regeneration, economic development, planning, transport, education and community
development departments. In addition, a total of 12 intervies ere also conducted: ten face-to-face
intervies in Leeds and to telephone intervies ith London-based respondents. In total over 140
policy-makers and stakeholders from across Britain's major cities contributed to the consultation
exercise.
The purpose of the orkshops and intervies as threefold:
•

to gather local policy knoledge on neighbourhood change ith a focus on urban areas that have
either improved or declined in terms of their relative level of housing and/or labour market
disconnection;

•

to sensitise the updated neighbourhood typology to local developments and to explore the extent to
hich it aligns ith stakeholders' on understandings of neighbourhood dynamics;

•

to gather perspectives from stakeholders on hat future direction policies to address neighbourhood
disconnection should take: hat has orked in the past and hat more could be done to tackle
neighbourhood-level disadvantage in the future.

The rest of this section presents this evidence, divided into four sub-sections. First, perspectives on
spatial patterns and neighbourhood change are presented. Second, the limits to past and existing
approaches are outlined. Third, some existing examples of good practice in connecting residents of
disconnected neighbourhoods to economic opportunities are explored. Finally, a frameork for a ne
approach is detailed draing on findings from the consultation alongside the ider, existing evidence
base (see Section 2).
Perspectives on patterns and narratives of neighbourhood change
This sub-section focuses on the explanations provided by participants on the neighbourhood patterns
and trends observed in their localities over time. The expansion and updating of the neighbourhood
typology enabled analysis across different time points: from the 2004, 2007, 2010 and 2015 English
Indices of Deprivation in England combined ith data from the 2001 and 2011 UK censuses (see Section
3). These findings ere then presented to key stakeholders and policy-makers across the telve cities.
Participants ere asked to reflect on the neighbourhood typology and the changing classifications over
time.
The primary focus as on deprived areas of city regions hich had either experienced significant change
or shoed little change in terms of their relative deprivation. Based on the participant responses at the
orkshops it as therefore possible to examine neighbourhood change and garner local insights on the
drivers and factors thought to have contributed to that. In particular, participants tended to focus and
reflect on:
•

the extent to hich poverty has become residualised in specific deprived neighbourhoods over time;

•

more recent and emergent neighbourhoods of disconnection
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•

the narratives and developments explaining neighbourhood experiences of both positive and
negative change.

Explaining persistent neighbourhood disconnection
Historical trajectories and considerations figured prominently in the explanations and understanding of
the relative disconnection of urban neighbourhoods. There ere to distinct narratives related to areas
that had not benefited from the ider economic groth of cities.
First, ‘long-term endemic problems driven by de-industrialisation’ ere deemed to have brought about a
gradual disconnect beteen some of the most deprived communities and economic opportunity. This
predominantly related to a range of peripheral, poorly connected, de-industrialised, hite orking-class
neighbourhoods here orklessness as high and Incapacity Benefit/Employment Support lloance
claimants tended to be concentrated. Many of these neighbourhoods had struggled to recover from the
onset of deindustrialisation and ere characterised by relative internal social homogeneity and external
stigma. Successive regeneration interventions in these neighbourhoods ere seen to have been of
limited success (see Limitations of past and current approaches belo). cross all cities, the perceived
issues for residents of these communities ere broadly the same and very familiar:
•

lo skills and qualifications;

•

a perception that residents ere ‘not ell placed’ to take up certain employment opportunities, such
as customer service jobs for example;

•

lack of investment and infrastructure;

•

poor transport connections and prohibitive costs;

•

childcare costs as a significant barrier to ork;

•

disproportionate incidences of alcohol and drug misuse;

•

perceptions of anti-social behaviour and crime;

•

reputational issues giving rise to neighbourhood stigma;

•

lo incomes and house price differentials ‘trapping’ residents anting to move.

Labour market restructuring as pivotal to this narrative. Of particular concern for orkshop participants
as the fact that labour markets are no more polarised than they ere in the past. There as a
discernible ‘high- and bottom-end’ to the labour markets of the UK's cities, but a much smaller middle
compared ith previous eras. The contraction of mid-level jobs had taken place alongside an expansion
of entry-level jobs characterised by lo ages, poor conditions, insecurity and in-ork poverty: ‘loerend jobs and lo-paid jobs, that's the Nottingham economy no’. In this regard the idespread policy
focus on high value groth sectors as insufficient: these only account for around 30 per cent of jobs
and tend to be taken by in-commuters and graduates.  recurring question as ‘hat about the other 70
per cent?’ Many respondents therefore felt there as a clear need for a coherent strategy for loerlevel volume jobs (see belo).
The shifting spatial division of labour ithin some cities as also cited as a significant contributory factor
feeding into neighbourhood disconnection. More localised employment opportunities had become
scarcer, leaving many peripheral estates more isolated as employment as increasingly concentrated
ithin city centres (as reflected in the travel-to-ork typology in Section 4). For example, in Bristol a
spatial shift of jobs to the city centre and to the docks in the north, tied to the fortunes of specific
industries and sectors, served to limit localised opportunities in the south of the city. These trends ere
also evident in terms of the relationship beteen cities and their hinterlands. For example, at the
Necastle orkshop there as a questioning of ho far a focus on city region led groth ould benefit
more peripheral deindustrialised areas, such as Easington or Peterlee in Durham for instance, former
coalfield areas (see ppendix 2). In this regard the shifting spatial distribution of jobs reflected both the
loss of local employment outside of city centres and a trend toards the centralisation of employment
opportunities ithin the central areas of cities.
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There as also an inherent tension here among participants ith to competing explanations as to hy
such areas had not experienced positive change. On the one hand, emphasis as placed on the structural
factors associated ith de-industrialisation that had led to disconnected neighbourhoods. This largely
related to the lack of appropriate job opportunities for residents ith lo skills ho had struggled to gain
a foothold in restructured and increasingly competitive labour markets. On the other hand, a lack of
aspiration, ambition and an insular outlook ere perceived to be barriers to adaptation for some
communities. The latter as invariably related to a reluctance to travel and a ‘culturally isolationist’
outlook. In this regard participants spoke of an emotional or cognitive disconnection related to cultural
issues around place and identity.
For example, in Glasgo this cognitive disconnect as said to be perpetuated and reinforced by the
ithdraal of certain bus services from more peripheral parts of the city, such as Drumchapel or
Easterhouse. It as also noted that these communities tend to be fairly longstanding: people do not tend
to leave these geographically disconnected neighbourhoods, or make localised moves (e.g. north
Liverpool and Speke) if they do, hich as seen as both a strength and a eakness.
Second, and more recently, another explanation for neighbourhood disconnection rested on the
interaction of migration and housing processes, hence our combined analysis in Section 5. Many
participants spoke of concentrations of migrant households ithin particularly diverse and transient
neighbourhoods here the housing stock had become dominated by private rented sector (PRS)
properties. Local context as also important here. For example, in Bristol a paucity of larger properties in
many areas as seen to be a key factor in the emergence of ethnic concentrations in Bristol (e.g.
Hillfields), hich often brought positive aspects in terms of social netorks and support. Given the
relatively larger household sizes among some ethnic minority communities, the limited availability of
larger dellings meant they tended to be located in specific areas determined by the nature and size of
the local housing stock.
In Nottingham, established migrant communities and more recent ne international immigrant
populations ere concentrated in the more transient neighbourhoods to the east of the city
characterised by cheaper, loer quality PRS accommodation (e.g. Sneinton). More recent international
migration patterns had also led to ne ethnic concentrations in some cities. For example in Glasgo, the
fairly recent concentration of a est frican population in Royston Road and an emergent Polish
community in Carmunnock, and in Sheffield a Slovakian Roma population clustered around the Page Hall
and Fir Vale areas of the city. It is important to remember here that, as the typology shos, different
urban areas perform different housing market functions at different times.
Of course it is also true that the more affordable segments of the PRS have long served a transitional
function for ne migrants for example, and this is not necessarily a negative thing. The extent to hich
the function of these dynamic neighbourhoods should be seen as a cause for concern in terms of
economic disconnection is therefore open to debate, given the very recent trends and patterns reported.

Housing as the key driver of neighbourhood change
Despite the different urban contexts, histories and developments across the 12 cities, there as a
remarkable degree of consistency in terms of a perception of housing as the key driver of
neighbourhood change. There ere five key, inter-related themes to emerge that ere seen as crucial to
explaining the patterns and trends observed.
•

The distribution of disconnected neighbourhoods across urban areas as vieed by many as an
inevitable outcome of housing allocations policies in the social rented sector. The distribution of
social housing stock meant that households in need, and often ith similar characteristics, ould
tend to be housed in the same areas. This trend as more pronounced in areas exhibiting sharper
housing polarisation and acute affordability issues, such as Edinburgh, here the bottom 20 per cent
of neighbourhoods in the SIMD neatly mapped onto social housing across the city.

•

Closely related to this as the significant shift in tenure experienced over the last 15–20 years: the
rapid groth of the PRS alongside the contraction of the social housing sector. Given the increased
scarcity of social housing and difficulties of access to it, more families ere being housed in PRS
accommodation. This as seen to increase the residualisation of areas here poor quality PRS stock
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became a tenure of last resort and contributed to the concentration of the most vulnerable
households and pressure on local services (e.g. schools).
•

Related to PRS groth, recent international migration to the UK's cities had brought about
noticeable shifts in the demographic make-up of some neighbourhoods. In many cases, migration
as associated ith declining areas dominated by hat as often seen as sub-standard PRS housing.
This related to ider affordability issues putting many areas out of the reach of lo-income
households, and/or those in receipt of housing benefit.

•

Population and demographic change at the neighbourhood level as also driven by ne housing
developments hich brought in households from other parts of cities

•

City centre developments ere central to narratives of change ithin central areas and many
participants spoke of a ripple effect outards from initial developments on aterfronts for example,
to apartments being developed on the edge of city centres. Purpose-built student accommodation
also played a key role here ith nely built student residences increasingly located ithin city
centres.

The continued decline of the social rented sector as a particular concern for participants. s one
respondent noted, ‘the sale of social housing means the council has lost one of its primary levers’. There
as a consensus that the rapid decline of the sector means that local authorities have much less leverage
in terms of their ability to bring about housing and neighbourhood change. There ere consistent
concerns expressed about the quality of housing standards in the PRS but little that participants felt they
could do about it. In many cases tenure change and demographic shifts ere intrinsically linked. For
example, Clifton in Nottingham has been vieed as a fairly self-contained and stable community
reproduced through social housing allocations. Hoever, Right to Buy as seen to have put an end to
that longstanding pattern as older, established households ere replaced by incomers to the area, both
oner-occupiers and private renters.
To summarise, in understanding relative disconnection and current neighbourhood trajectories the key
considerations for consulted participants ere:
•

longer term narratives of decline tied to de-industrialisation, labour market restructuring and the
‘decay of place’;

•

dynamic migration patterns and their relation to housing allocations, segmentation and
affordability;

•

access to housing and tenure change – especially the groth of the PRS ithin urban areas.

In the main, participants ere unsurprised by the patterns of relative deprivation observed over time
through the neighbourhood typology analysis. Certainly there ere neighbourhoods that had exhibited
an upturn in fortunes tied to specific, and often large-scale, ne housing developments and population
change (e.g. Kelham Island in Sheffield; Craigmillar in Edinburgh; areas of Liverpool city centre); or
intensive and concerted efforts at the neighbourhood level (e.g. Cogate in Necastle). Yet a common
response to the consultation as that the exact same neighbourhoods ould emerge as the most
disconnected hether the typology exercise as carried out in the 1980s, or in the 2020s. Persistent
economic and social disconnection from the opportunities afforded by economic groth is a
longstanding reality for many urban neighbourhoods. If there is to be a genuinely transformative agenda
for change in these marginalised communities, then there is clearly the need for a significant step change
in policy approaches.

Limitations of past and current approaches
There as a clear consensus among respondents that a return to large-scale area-based initiatives (BIs)
is not the best means of ensuring that economic groth benefits all. Past regeneration programmes such
as the Ne Deal for Communities (NDC) or the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB) ere largely seen as
expensive, unresponsive to local need, target-driven and geographically selective. There as some
recognition that they had proved effective in tackling some of the physical symptoms of deprivation
around poor quality housing and environmental neglect. Hoever, these successes around place had not
been replicated in addressing issues around people relating to health, education or employment. This as
not a blanket criticism – the examples of good practice belo indicate areas here area-based ork has
been, or continues to be, regarded as effective. But there as a feeling that tackling these forms of
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deprivation as the prerequisite for connecting residents to jobs could be better achieved through local
flexibilities around funding and service design as per the current round of devolution, rather than the
nationally prescriptive approach hich had been the hallmark of past rounds of BIs.
In some areas, housing-led regeneration driven by ne build development such as the Housing Market
Reneal Pathfinder Programme as identified as having improved aggregate outcomes at the area level
but respondents questioned hether the creation of 'mixed' communities had simply dispersed rather
than reduced concentrations of poverty.
There as also a vie in some areas that the current funding and flexibilities being devolved through the
first and second generation of devolution deals may be valuable in delivering groth, yet fail to address
the needs of lo-income neighbourhoods. For example, stakeholders in a number of areas felt the
emphasis in LEP strategies on groth sectors and creating high-skilled, high-paid jobs as unlikely to
provide employment opportunities that ere accessible to residents in disadvantaged areas. This is
because such jobs are often not commensurate ith skills and experience and also due to high levels of
competition from inard commuters across the city region.
Manchester consultees also pointed out that groth sectors only represented a small part of the local
economy hich as dominated by health and social care, retail and hospitality. There as a sense,
therefore, that a more comprehensive strategy on jobs and skills as needed, especially to address issues
of poor quality ork. Respondents in a number of areas highlighted the prevalence of lo-paid, loskilled ork hich ould contribute to in-ork poverty unless tackled through initiatives to improve
ages or facilitate progression. To this end, Glasgo is currently using City Deal funding to pilot an
initiative to address in-ork poverty in the social care sector (see belo).

Existing good practice
e end this section ith a look at some examples of good practice in relation to local labour market
initiatives e learned about during the consultations. These innovative examples of good practice
illustrate here past or current funding and poers had been, or are being, used in attempts at better
connecting households to employment opportunities.

In-ork progression pilot
Glasgo has developed a pilot using City Deal funding to improve opportunities for in-ork progression
in the social care sector to address concerns about high levels of in-ork poverty. Dedicated business
advisors engage ith businesses in the social care sector to help them identify opportunities to increase
the skills of employees to improve the quality of service provided hile achieving loer turnover, reduced
recruitment costs and increased motivation and loyalty from staff. t the same time, employee advisers
support employees in the same organisations to improve levels of skills and training to support orkplace
progression and secure higher incomes.

The Edinburgh Guarantee
This as set up to address the large percentage of school leavers not entering into education,
employment, training or volunteering. The Edinburgh Guarantee is a cityide initiative that orks ith
the public, private and voluntary sectors to increase the number of jobs, education and training
opportunities available to young people in the city. So far more than 300 organisations have offered
support and more than 1,252 of those opportunities have been matched to young people. Internal
analysis undertaken by the council suggests that 757 additional young people have been placed into jobs
or training ho ould not have otherise secured those opportunities (Edinburgh City Council, 2015).
hile this city-ide initiative does not have a spatial focus, it illustrates ho employer engagement
activities can help to increase demand and can be targeted at residents in disconnected neighbourhoods.

Job hubs
Stakeholders in Bradford, Sheffield and Birmingham highlighted the value of local jobs hubs to connect
residents in lo-income neighbourhoods to employment in nearby large-scale developments, often in
retail. In Birmingham, for example, a jobs hub as developed to support employment in retail around the
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redevelopment of the Bull Ring. The initiative funded training to get individuals 'job ready'. It had an area
focus ith jobs buses travelling out to engage residents in lo income neighbourhood.

Local labour initiatives
Several areas had set up large-scale local labour initiatives to support residents into training and
employment. For example, in Birmingham local apprentices are used as part of a big housebuilding
initiative by Keepmoat and the Birmingham Municipal Housing Trust (BMHT).
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7 Conclusions
Key messages
•
•
•

Using a combination of residential and travel-to-ork typologies can help us formulate different
potential policy responses to neighbourhood disconnection, targeted on different area types.
If the goal of inclusive groth is to be achieved, e need some kind of ‘social deal’ to be incorporated
into city-regional economic groth strategies across the UK.
Future approaches to tackling poverty in urban areas need to be very sensitive to local conditions
and take a ‘life-course’ approach.

Learning from the past in urban policy
e have been quite clear, through the evidence revie in Section 2, and the stakeholder consultation in
Section6, that a return to the past in urban policy is not desirable from a policy design point of vie. In
the context of contemporary devolution deals, this is not a viable proposition anyay, and in fact e think
it creates an opportunity for this research to be used across the country in more subtle ays. ith
greater fiscal autonomy, even in the face of drastic budget cuts, devolved national and city-regional
administrations ought to be able to dra upon the empirical ork here to devise policies hich are more
locally appropriate than those in the past. In this sense, e think that it is possible to learn from the past
in urban policy if e develop approaches hich are sensitive to the needs, and geographical contexts, of
individual areas.

 multi-faceted policy approach
e do not think that solving decades of intractable, entrenched urban deprivation is a simple task. Far
from it. Rather, e vie the challenge as being a generational one, since the ‘ars on poverty’ of the
1960s remain relevant today and the persistence of spatial patterns of deprivation through time is clear
(Orford, 2004; Rae, 2011). But e believe any approach to poverty alleviation, and to connecting cityregional groth to deprived areas, needs a carefully evidenced and nuanced underpinning if it is to have
any chance of success. It also needs political buy-in from the variety of organisations no tasked ith
groth and/or poverty alleviation in the UK’s cities, as discussed at the end of this section.
Table 15 sets out a range of potential policy responses in relation to the combination of 20 different
area types identified previously. e have also added in the total number of areas across the UK hich fall
into each category (in brackets). This is not a fixed or exhaustive list of the kinds of policies hich could
be implemented, nor is it a one-size-fits-all solution to solving the disconnect beteen urban economic
groth and deprivation. It does, hoever, provide a useful starting point for understanding the dynamics
of disconnection at a local level and hich approaches may be appropriate if e are to successfully tackle
it (see also Lupton et al., 2011).
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Table 15: Potential policy responses in different area types*
Escalator

Gentrifier

Isolate

Transit

Connected core

Ensure training
options for
long-term
residents match
employment
opportunities
(50)

Identify
households at
risk of
displacement,
focus on skills
development
(98)

More jobs may
be needed in
these areas, or
more targeted
training
initiatives
(304)

Ensure housing
remains diverse
enough to offer
loer-income
residents longterm security
(274)

Disconnected core

Improving
Identify those at
transport
risk of
accessibility and
displacement,
focusing on
focus on
training needs of improving job
long-term
accessibility in
residents
first instance
(130)
(212)

Improve skills
to increase
ability to
exploit
proximity to
employment
opportunities
(387)

Improving
transport
accessibility and
focusing on
training needs of
long-term
residents
(1,108)

Connected suburb

Ensure housing Focus on skills
Provide targeted
Develop
mix remains
development for
training
‘pathays to
diverse enough
long-term
schemes for
employment’
to offer loerresidents,
long-term
initiatives ith
income
particularly
unemployed,
local employers,
residents long- those at risk of
long-term
focused on skills
term security
displacement
residents
(409)
(122)
(270)
(817)

Disconnected suburb

Improve
transport links
ith long-term
residents in
mind

(80)

Develop
In England and
‘pathays to
ales, a
employment’
gentrifier is least initiatives ith
likely to be here.
employers,
focused on
skills and
transport
(107)
(137)

Improve
transport links
ith long-term
residents in
mind

(521)

Primary employment zone
Focus on skills and training initiatives to capitalise on local employment
opportunities – including in-ork progression schemes
(185)

(231)

(529)

(1,355)

* Potential priority areas are shon in bold text
Table 15 is easier to interpret if e put it into some kind of spatial context, since the underlying
geography of employment and housing, as e have mentioned, is very important. Figure 37 shos four
separate maps for Greater Manchester using the residential mobility typology and four of the five travelto-ork typology categories.  total of 184 LSOs in Greater Manchester hich fall in the 20 per cent
most deprived nationally are primary employment zones (not shon belo), ith 85 being transits, 53
isolates, 23 gentrifiers and 22 escalators. The distribution of the other types can be seen in Figure 37 but
if e anted to home in on the areas from Table 15 hich e have highlighted as potentially requiring
the most urgent intervention, then e can identify 17 areas in the isolate disconnected core category
and 3 in the isolate-disconnected suburb category. In this sense, then, the typology matrix approach may
also serve as a kind of diagnostic tool in the initial assessment of hy some neighbourhoods remain
relatively disconnected from their ider labour and housing markets over time.
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Figure 37: Combined typology maps for Greater Manchester

The kinds of policy approaches proposed above are only part of the ider support mechanism that might
be needed in different areas so e propose them as a starting point. n important additional issue here is
the extent to hich e need to interpret the combined typology approach in light of local spatial context
and spatial scale. For example, the geography of the social rented sector differs considerably across UK
cities, as does the level of transport connectivity in the most deprived areas. In contrast to Greater
Manchester, Glasgo is home to many more deprived outer urban estates, parts of hich suffer from
poor transport. In some cities, such as Bristol, patterns of deprivation are more dispersed. In others, such
as Belfast, deprivation is more concentrated. In ales, the geography of deprivation is quite unique, in
that it is clustered in The Valleys of South ales, aay from the inner urban cores. Each of these
configurations have different implications for ho e might address the underlying question of hy
some neighbourhoods remain perpetually disconnected from ider groth. The consultations e carried
out ith stakeholders ere therefore a very important part of helping us understand that our analyses
need to be interpreted in light of the particular local and regional circumstances of individual urban areas.
The final part of the equation, and alays a potential barrier to success, is making sure organisations can
ork effectively together. ith a ne ave of city-regional devolution in England, and more
autonomous policy contexts elsehere, the time is right to develop a ne approach and fill the policy
vacuum in relation to the link beteen urban economic groth and poverty alleviation. Knoing here to
start hen faced ith a longstanding policy challenge like urban deprivation is alays a problem, but
particularly so in the context of the current period of austerity. Therefore, the to emboldened boxes in
Table 15 are offered as a starting point in terms of hich areas e might seek to target resources on
first. The next section outlines the key principles hich might help guide future policy, based on the
empirical ork conducted above and the stakeholder consultations ith cities across the United Kingdom.
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Toards a ne approach
Past approaches to economic regeneration have not alays benefitted large numbers of residents in
lo-income areas and a step change in policy is needed to reverse the fortunes of these areas. To this
end, the orkshops and intervies carried out in the 11 cities explored ays in hich neighbourhoods
could be better connected to economic opportunity as city regions gro. Participants ere encouraged
to think about ho existing practice can be improved and here ne, and potentially radically different,
approaches could be adopted. The recommendations hich follo dra on feedback from orkshops as
ell as evidence from existing studies and proposals from other organisations involved in the cityregional agenda. The proposals made here can be best thought of as a frameork that encompasses a set
of key principles, strategies and programmes. It should be emphasised that the most effective approaches
ill vary by area. Evidently, there is no one-size-fits-all approach that could be applied to city regions that
ould enable them to better connect residents to the economic opportunities generated by groth.
It is important to note also that some of the proposals directly address the need to better connect
residents in neighbourhoods to ider economic opportunities, for example through clearer pre-entry
skills and employment pathays. But they also look at ho to address forms of deprivation ithin
neighbourhoods, for example through tackling health issues that could preclude residents from taking up
economic opportunities, even if more targeted pathays ere put in place. This reflects the earlier
observation that disconnection and deprivation are intrinsically linked and that both need to be addressed
to ensure residents are better placed to benefit from the proceeds of groth.

Key principles
s noted in Section 6, there is little appetite for a return to the kind of time-limited, area-based
initiatives that dominated the urban policy landscape before 2010. t the same time, existing strategies
and policies of ne devolved institutions at the city-regional level have not filled the vacuum left behind
by the demise of BIs. The establishment of local enterprise partnerships (in England) does not fill this
gap. In short, there is a lack of mechanisms to connect households in poverty at the neighbourhood level
to the ider economic opportunities generated through groth. There is a clear need, therefore, for a
different kind of approach hich, e suggest, should be based on the folloing principles.
•

Long-term intervention: transformative change requires long-term interventions beyond that of
even the 10-year lifetime of programmes like NDC. Tenty years may be a more appropriate
timeframe.

•

 hole household approach: households should be the focus of interventions given that it is the
level at hich poverty is experienced and also here disadvantaged household members interact.

•

 'life course' approach: support should be available throughout the life course and from early
years onards.

•

People- and place-centred: ne initiatives need to be focused on people as much as place in
recognition that past programmes may have transformed the physical infrastructure of
neighbourhoods but failed to make significant inroads in terms of social and economic outcomes for
individuals. In Manchester, for example, it as noted that it has been too easy to tackle issues around
place rather than people.

•

Driven by public service reform: the current agenda of public service reform provides opportunities
to align provision across different service areas (e.g. employment, health and housing), pool
resources, avoid duplication and address challenges in a holistic approach. This approach could
support more integrated forms of orking to address neighbourhood disconnection, although it ill
invariably be constrained if it continues to be underpinned by cuts in both national and local budgets.

•

 focus on prevention: a need to ensure that interventions target causes (e.g. housing) rather than
symptoms (e.g. homelessness).

•

Community-led: a genuine commitment to involve local communities directly in the process of
designing interventions rather than through top-don programmes.
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Cutting across this set of principles as a sense that economic regeneration should be people-focused
and embedded ithin mainstream service delivery. hile 'bending' mainstream activities as a central aim
of previous rounds of BIs prior to 2010, there as a feeling that this had tended to be sidelined by the
predominant focus on physical regeneration in targeted neighbourhoods. The current government ould
do ell to take heed of these lessons as it seeks to address the perceived failures of 100 brutalist housing
estates across the country. This is also largely confirmed by the existing evidence base hich shos that
people-focused activities such as interventions addressing health and education ere only ever a small,
and often largely ineffective, component of mainstream BIs (Crisp et al., 2014). Stakeholders felt there
as scope to ramp up the scale of such activities.
This set of principles is driven by a concern to ensure that interventions are focused on people and not
just places and embedded in mainstream service delivery rather than the selective, project-based
approach of past BIs.
This is not to say there is no value in capital-intensive infrastructure projects delivered through current
initiatives such as city deals and groth deals. There are opportunities here to maximise the use of
planning and procurement levers to extract social value in the form of jobs and training opportunities.
Hoever, there is still a need for devolved funding and freedoms to be directed more clearly toards
improving the lives of households in lo-income neighbourhoods in a far more systematic ay than had
been attempted before. This is the starting point for ensuring neighbourhoods benefit from groth.

Strategy
There is arguably a need for overarching national strategies for delivering more inclusive forms of
groth. England is unique ithin the UK, having no clear strategic vision of ho to regenerate loincome neighbourhoods, for hich it has attracted much criticism (House of Commons Communities and
Local Government Committee, 2011).  clear statement of the need for groth to the benefit of all and
the mechanisms through hich this could happen is essential. Past research shos that trickle-don
regeneration does not ork (Crisp et al., 2014).
It is doubtful that the recent announcement of an estate regeneration programme that ill 'transform' up
to 100 estates across England ill mark the beginning of a ne period of urban regeneration that
benefits lo-income households. The £140 million of loan finance committed so far ill only be enough
to cover preliminary ork and substantial extra investment ill be required to regenerate 100 estates
(Birch, 2016). nd past experience from London shos that estate regeneration using significant private
investment can reduce the overall stock of genuinely affordable housing to make ne developments
viable (London ssembly Housing Committee, 2015). This suggests regeneration based on recoverable
loans to private sector developers may encourage higher value housing to be built that could displace
existing lo-income households. Past concerns voiced by stakeholders about the tendency of even ellfunded, large-scale BIs such as HMR to disperse residents echo these concerns (see above). It is not a
sustainable model for regeneration.
There is a need to lay out ho the current suite of devolved initiatives and funding can avoid the same
mistakes. Evidently, this national statement needs to be embedded in the ork of city regions, combined
authorities and local authorities.
There are to obvious ays to do this. First, any future 'refresh' of strategic economic plans or ne
strategic planning processes provides an opportunity for LEPs and other city-regional institutions to
articulate ho strategic priorities and initiatives ill connect residents in lo-income neighbourhoods to
the opportunities generated through economic groth. This could include articulating the extent to
hich sectors supported are most likely to deliver jobs that benefit households in poverty; focusing more
on improving job quality in sectors here lo-skilled ork predominates; and ensuring the necessary
infrastructure and support is in place to ensure residents in lo-income neighbourhoods are aare of,
and able to access, economic opportunity. One ay to focus minds ould be to include an assessment of
the extent to hich the refreshed plan is likely to benefit the bottom 10 per cent of households in terms
of household income (possibly using the UMBR or deprivation data used above).
Some areas in England are already starting to sho a clear commitment to pursuing an inclusive groth
agenda. Greater Manchester, for example, ill shortly launch a commission to explore ays of better
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ensuring residents ho are out of ork, or on lo incomes, benefit from groth. It is critical that city
regions do not just focus exclusively on supporting high-skilled groth industries that may provide
comparatively fe opportunities for lo-skilled residents ithin their city region.
 second, and potentially more far-reaching, approach is to ensure that any 'third generation' of
devolution includes some form of 'social deal' hich explicitly links economic groth objectives to social
outcomes. This could see key city-regional institutions and constituent local authorities invited to bid for
devolved funding to deliver predominantly revenue focused programmes to support inclusive groth. In
the same ay that strategic economic plans made the case for Local Groth Fund monies, a ne
statement of strategic and policy intent ould form the basis for negotiating devolved or additional funds
through the Social Deal, outlined in more detail belo.

 ne ‘Social Deal’ for cities?
The contents of a ne Social Deal, like previous deals, ould not necessarily be prescriptive but ould
devolve a ne round of funding and 'freedoms and flexibilities' to enable key stakeholders to address
neighbourhood disconnection. These could include:
•

Greater flexibilities and incentives around tax and spending poers and responsibilities:
Devolution of local property and land taxes, including poers to increase taxes, ould provide local
control over spending that could be targeted toards inclusive groth initiatives. ssuming
responsibility for key areas of benefit expenditure e.g. Housing Benefit ould also provide an
incentive to tackle lo incomes in and out of ork if the proceeds of a reduced benefit bill could be
retained locally. Evidently, there ould need to be some kind of equalisation mechanism to ensure
that some of the financial gains in the most buoyant areas ould be redistributed to other areas
(McGough and Bessis, 2015). Other potential sources of finance include tax increment financing or
'earnback' mechanisms here areas borro to invest but retain some of the proceeds of groth.

•

Devolved control and common commissioning frameorks over key policy areas: This ould
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of services by responding to local need in ays that
centrally designed and delivered programmes cannot. For example, devolving funding for elfare-toork activities through the ork Programme could improve outcomes, as happened ith the Youth
Contract here devolved to local areas (Core Cities Group, 2015). Local control over the design and
delivery of elfare-to-ork activity ould enable far better segmentation and targeting of priority
groups, especially of different types of Incapacity Benefit/Employment Support lloance claimant.
The current system often fails such groups because prime providers are discouraged from supporting
more 'difficult' groups because of the ay payment-by-results operates.

•

This devolution of funding ould fit ith the call by the Core Cities Group for skills and labour
market agreements for city regions. This includes devolution of funding for, and commissioning of,
skills and employment provision (Core Cities Group, 2015). This in turn could be aligned ith services
relating to education, schools and careers guidance, care and health, rapping services around
individuals and families.

Other place based settlements for revenue funds could be secured around housing or health and social
care. The devolution of the health and social care budget in Greater Manchester illustrates the scale on
hich this is possible. The logic of this is to enable a shift aay from a reactive model to prevention
and intervention. It includes using resources allocated through health and social care funding streams to
support employment-related interventions given the close interrelationship beteen employment and
health. By definition, much of this ork ill have an area focus as Incapacity Benefit/Employment
Support lloance claimants ill tend to be focused in more disadvantaged areas. Hoever, explicit area
targeting is clearly an option for this kind of place-based settlement.

Conclusions
e do not think that solving decades of intractable, entrenched urban deprivation is an easy task. The
history of urban policy proves it is not. Dealing ith disconnection is only part of the challenge, but it is
an important one. e are no at a critical break-point in the ay e manage and fund cities across the
UK, so it is an opportune time to rethink approaches to connecting groth ith poverty alleviation. The
lack of such strategies ithin the remit of local enterprise partnerships is, e believe, a significant
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omission. On the other hand, the ne period of city-regional devolution offers hope that things can be
different in future, but only if e take a more measured approach to understanding hat the problems
are and ho they might be solved.
This is of course an inherently political question but our hope is that through shoing ho deprived
neighbourhoods differ ith respect to their individual housing and labour market characteristics, this
research can help contribute to a consensus that more flexible, nuanced policy approaches are both
necessary and appropriate. Ultimately, overcoming the historic links beteen deprivation and
disconnection ill require that multiple organisations ork together to agree that:
•

groth strategies at the city-regional level need to be tied to poverty alleviation at the local level;

•

some areas are more in need than others, even if they all appear to be among the ‘20 per cent most
deprived’.
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ppendix 1: Technical details
Residential typology
The residential typology as developed by Robson et al. (2008, 2009) as a means to describe the
different function deprived neighbourhoods may play in terms of residential mobility. The study identified
four types of neighbourhood that play different roles based on the patterns of residential moves in and
out of them. In this report e update the typology using the most recent index of multiple deprivation
data and census data on residential moves. e folloed the methodology as laid out in Robson et al.
(2009) using the relaxed typology criteria.
The typology uses index of multiple deprivation ranking to identify the most deprived 20 per cent of
LSOs. It then looks in detail at the pattern of residential moves into and out of each area based on data
from the most recent census hich records the previous location of respondents if it as different one
year previously (ONS, 2011a). Essentially, the method calculates, for each area, the number of people:
•

moving in from a similarly or more deprived area;

•

moving in from a less deprived area;

•

moving out to a similarly or more deprived area;

•

moving out to a less deprived area;

here an area is defined as similarly deprived to another if its rank is ithin +/-10 per cent. Each area is
then classified into a type based on the relative size of these flos according to the relaxed criteria
specified in Robson et al. 2009, pp. 40-41. This gives rise to the four types as described in the main
report.
There are a number of limitations and constraints that must be considered in the interpretation of the
typology.
•

Residential moves entirely ithin an individual LSO (or equivalent spatial unit) are ignored because
these can be argued to be neutral in terms of residential mobility.

•

Residential moves across national borders (including those ithin the UK) are also ignored. This is
because it is impossible to compare relative levels of deprivation in the absence of a consistent
international measure.

•

The typology only considers movers and is thus characterising areas based on the small proportion of
the population ho move house rather than the larger proportion of the population ho don’t move.

•

Census data provides a uniquely comprehensive dataset but one that comes at a large administrative
and financial cost. s a result, e are relying on a single snapshot of residential mobility hich may
not alays capture a representative picture of more sustained temporal patterns. dditionally, the
10-year interval beteen censuses and the processing delay inherent in the release of potentially
sensitive census data, means that it may not reflect current mobility patterns but only those at the
time of the census.

This methodology, its background and its limitations are discussed in detail elsehere, for a more in depth
analysis e refer interested readers to Robson et al. (2008,2009).
Using data from the 2001 census and IMD 2004 e recreated the original 2004 residential typology for
England. This alloed us to verify the algorithms used to generate the 2015 residential typology e
present here. dditionally, e ere able to use it to look at typology changes across England (Chapter 3,
Changes in patterns of residential mobility in England since 2004). Because of changes to LSO
boundaries for the 2011 census, e used the population eighted centroid for the 2011 LSO to
allocate each LSO a 2004 residential ‘type’. s a result of the increase in LSOs from 32,482 in 2001
to 32,844 in 2011, some 2004 areas ill be represented more than once hich may ske the output.
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Travel-to-ork typology
The travel-to-ork typology as developed for this report using orkflo data available from the 2011
census (ONS, 2011b). This records the location of usual orkplace and excludes quasi-orkplaces at the
output area (O) level. The initial step as to aggregate flos from O to LSO level using standard
lookup tables (available from The Open Geography Portal and using National Statistics data © Cron
copyright and database right 2016). e then limited the analysis to only the travel-to-ork flos that
originated or finished in the most deprived 20 per cent LSOs as determined by the most recent index of
multiple deprivation.
orking at the LSO level means that established measures of labour market connection like selfcontainment (Cervero, 1996) are not appropriate. To study it at this scale e first grouped LSOs by
hether they ere primarily employment areas i.e. had more jobs (measured as number of travel-toork flos that terminated in that LSO) than orkers (measured as the number of flos that originated
in that LSO). These areas ere termed primary employment zones and are largely found in city centres
and industrial and commercial districts. e highlighted those areas ith a proximity ratio of less than 50
per cent i.e. here less than 50 per cent of the orking residents orked ithin 5 km (using the method
described belo).
To create the travel-to-ork typology for LSOs that are primarily residential i.e. have more orkers
than jobs, e calculated to parameters for each LSO.
•

•

Proportion of residents orking less than 5 km proximity ratio). For England, ales and Scotland e

used the population eighted centroids (available from The Open Geography Portal and SSPC
and using National Statistics data © Cron copyright and database right 2016) to calculate the
Euclidean distance beteen each origin LSO (residence LSO) and each destination LSO
(orkplace LSO). Because, at the time of riting, population eighted centroids ere unavailable
for Northern Ireland SOs, e used GIS softare to calculate both the geographical centroids and
vertices/feature eighted centroids hich ere then combined to obtain a centroid point. (The latter
method tends to eight the centroid toards more densely populated areas here the boundary
features are more complex, hoever, hen used on their on they can calculate a centroid outside
the feature polygon.) e calculated the proportion of all travel-to-ork journeys for each LSO
that ere less than 5 km, this being the distance threshold that has previously been demonstrated as
limiting in deprived neighbourhoods (ebster, 1999).

Links per orker. The second parameter e calculated as the total number of ‘links’ to orkplace

LSOs for each residence LSO (normalised by the number of orkers commuting from that LSO).
e made the assumption that a greater number of links per orker indicated a greater potential to
access the labour market. The most obvious driver being through better transport links in terms of
both ider public transport options and access to major road netorks. But could also include
greater opportunity for car shares, for example.

For each of the LSOs in the most deprived 20 per cent e compared the values of these parameters
for each LSO against the mean value for the most deprived 20 per cent and combined them as
described in Table 5. This gave us a single type encompassing areas that are dominated by orkplaces
(primary employment zones) hich then has a further sub-type identifying areas ith high proportions of
orkers travelling more than 5 km to ork (lo local orkers). Four further types then describe areas
that are primarily residential (more orkers than jobs).
•

Primary employment zone: an LSO that has more jobs than orkers (i.e. more people come into
the LSO to ork than there are orkers living there).
‒

•

lo local orkers: primary employment zones ith a proximity ratio of less than 50 per

cent i.e. more than 50 per cent of the orkers that live in that LSO travel further than 5
km to ork.

Connected core: an LSO ith a high proximity ratio and high links per orker. These areas have a
higher than average proportion of residents orking ithin 5 km and travel to a ider diversity of
orkplace LSOs than the average.
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•

Disconnected core: an LSO ith a high proximity ratio and lo links per orker. These areas have
a higher than average proportion of residents orking ithin 5 km and travel to a narroer range of
orkplace LSOs than the average.

•

Connected suburb: an LSO ith a lo proximity ratio and high links per orker. These areas have a
loer than average proportion of residents orking ithin 5 km and travel to a ider diversity of

orkplace LSOs than the average.
•

Disconnected suburb: . an LSO ith a lo proximity ratio and lo links per orker. These areas
have a loer than average proportion of residents orking ithin 5 km and travel to a narroer

range of orkplace LSOs than the average.

s stated above e rejected some of the more established measures of orkplace connectivity. The
primary reason being that these have been developed to describe ider labour market areas rather than
at the neighbourhood level. This has necessitated making some broad assumptions hich should be
considered hen interpreting the results.
•

e used population eighted centroids to calculate travel-to-ork distance. This makes
assumptions about the location of both residence and orkplace ithin the respective LSOs. In
small, densely populated urban LSOs this ill be a reasonable approximation of both residence and
orkplace location. In more sparsely populated rural and primarily industrial or commercial areas, it
may be less reasonable to assume that the population eighted centroid reflects the distribution of
orkplaces and particularly in these cases may result in over- and under-estimates of travel-to-ork
distances. One method that might have improved the distance estimation ould have been to use
unaggregated data (O level), but this as rejected due to the complication of dealing ith
significantly larger data sets and much smaller potential flos.

•

n alternative approach to Euclidean distance ould have been to use netork distance. Hoever, as
e have no indication of the mode of travel used, this ould have introduced further assumptions
regarding both route and mode, therefore e chose Euclidean distance as the most appropriate
option.

•

Our general assumption that more links indicates better potential access to the labour market – a
more connected area – may underestimate levels of connection here an area is in close proximity
to a major employment area. Here many residents may ork in a single neighbouring LSO, hich
counts as one link, but this may represent multiple orkplaces. In these cases links per orker may
underestimate the potential employment opportunities for that LSO. gain, this might be improved
by analysis at the O level.

•

The primary employment zone classification is very broad and based purely on ratio of employment
options to residents. This encompasses a very ide range of areas from large industrial areas to city
centre retail districts and does not distinguish beteen them. The factors facing residents of these
areas are not necessarily the same and ill not be revealed in this analysis.

•

Further, it gives no indication of job quality or type. e investigated the potential of metrics based
on relative differences in IMD rank beteen the residents and incoming orkers. These ere
rejected due to the difficulty in controlling for patterns of IMD deprivation in the surrounding areas
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ppendix 2: Maps
This research focuses primarily on the major urban areas of the United Kingdom. Hoever, e realise
that this research is relevant in many more tons and cities across the country so e are providing
further maps here. These can be accessed online in the folloing folder:
Deprivation and Disconnection Maps
•

Maps:
residential typology: this folder contains a set of residential mobility typology maps for each part of
the UK ith at least one area in the 20 per cent most deprived on each respective deprivation index,
as follos:
‒

England

‒

Scotland

‒

Northern Ireland

‒

ales

‒

England

‒

Scotland

travel-to-ork typology:
‒

Northern Ireland

‒

ales

Direct eb link: https://goo.gl/9qeSQ0
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